

WHO WINS THE ECUMENICAL RACE BETWEEN THE "CHURCH!" AND THE "WORLD?"

"ROMANISM?" - "PROTESTANTISM?"
"SPIRITUALISM?" - "FREE-MASONRY?"
WHO ASTOUNDS "THE BEAST!" WITH "FIRE FROM HEAVEN--??" REV. 13:11 to 14. GC 553,612.

WATCH TOWER 1958
MANY HAVE WRITTEN - THEY DID NOT RECEIVE -

"EVENTS IN THEIR ORDER" - (PART TWO) - Publication No. 701 - March 15, 1994. No, nor did anyone else! Nor did we have a copy. It was not yet printed. BE GLAD that you have it now. (THIS IS JULY 13, 1994.) It is NOT PRINTED YET! But if it is GOD'S WILL - it soon will be! You would be SURPRISED what it takes - to put a PUBLICATION like this - together.

\[ \text{\textasteriskcentered} \quad \text{\textasteriskcentered} \quad \text{\textasteriskcentered} \quad \text{\textasteriskcentered} \quad \text{\textasteriskcentered} \]

THE FRONT PAGE COVER - may be in the PLANNING for WEEKS - three of us. Then to FINALIZE it - may take two or three days. (Five hours a day.) Then we hope you pay as close ATTENTION as we do - to the CONTENTS. What could be more important than "EVENTS IN THEIR ORDER - ???"

ADVENTISM WANTS TO PLUNGE STRAIGHT INTO "THE LOUD CRY!"
But what a FATAL DECEPTION! if that is NOT the ORDER OF GOD! Some are so worked up about it - they are even giving "LOUD CRY CAMP-MEETINGS!" OH! BOY! Are they the "SAINTS?" Or just:

ENTHUSIAST - FANATIC - BIGOT - ZEALOT.
GIVEN TO "WISHLFUL THINKING!"
CERTAINLY DOES NOT UNDERSTAND:
"EVENTS AND IN THEIR ORDER!"

THE FIRST CHAPTER OF "GREAT CONTROVERSY!" takes up this subject. THE JEWS GATHERED INTO "THE HOLY CITY!" to BEAT THE ROMANS! but the "ROMANS!" BEAT THEM - !!!

WILL HISTORY BE REPEATED - ???

"...is to have ANOTHER FULFILLMENT, of which THAT TERRIBLE SCENE was but a FAINT SHADOW!" 1884 GC 37. Your GC 36. CHRIST warned His Disciples when to flee "QUIT" for their LIFE! AGAIN HE "...HAD WARNED HIS PEOPLE!" 1884 GC 38.

CHANGED BY THE "URIAH SMITH CULT!"
"...SO HE HAS WARNED THE WORLD!" YOUR GC 37. (SOME DENY THAT ANY "CHANGES!" WERE MADE-!!!) (OTHERS CLAIM "IT MAKES NO DIFFERENCE!

WHAT DO YOU THINK-???
PAUL SAYS:

"For not the HEARERS of the LAW are JUST before GOD, but the DOERS of the LAW shall be "JUSTIFIED" ROMANS 2:13.

THAT DOES AWAY WITH HALF THE PREACHERS IN ADVENTISM!

THIS WIPES OUT ALL OF "BABYLON!" They can YAP and EXPOUND! They can EXEGETE and HERMENEUT and STAND ON THEIR HEAD - it is ALL for NOTHING! Yet they are so SURE that they know ALL-ABOUT-"JUSTIFICATION!" But they are not even "JUSTIFIED!" let alone talk about "SANCTIFIED!" if they are not FIRST "DOERS OF THE LAW!" And to add the INSULT that their BLIND and STUPID "GOD!" looks our way and sees "NOTHING!" THESE ARE THE SAME "JACK-ASSES!" THAT LIKED BRINSMEAD WHEN HE CAME TO AMERICA: "HOW MANY THERE ARE WHO "IMAGINE!" that they must REIGN THEMSELVES UP to "WRESTLE!" and "FIGHT!" against Sin! IS THERE ANY WONDER that under such CIRCUMSTANCES constant DEFEAT and DISCOURAGEMENT are "INEVITABLE!" RDB 34.

ONE WOULD THINK THAT THIS IS A FUGITIVE FROM THE INSANE ASYLUM-!!!

"FIGHT the good FIGHT of FAITH!" 1 TIM. 6:12. "I have FOUGHT a good FIGHT, I have FINISHED MY COURSE...HENCE-FORTH there is laid up for me a CROWN of RIGHTEOUSNESS, which the LORD...shall give me in THAT DAY!" 2 TIM. 4:7, 8. ED. 68. MH 453. (And then you have the THEOLOGICAL NIT-WITS that do not do it "FOR A REWARD!" REV. 22:12.) THEN, as though that were not enough - they learn in these BABYLON SEMINARIES - NOT-TO-BE-A-"LEGALIST!"

I HAVE ASKED THIS FOR 40 YEARS -
And no one has answered - WHAT'S WRONG WITH BEING A "LEGALIST?" WEBSTER: CONFORMITY to LIVING ACCORDING TO "LAW!" Does an ADVENTIST have to RUN or HIDE HIMSELF FOR SHAME-!!! BECAUSE the BABYLONIAN SNEERS AT HIM - because he TRIES to BUILD a "CHARACTER!" or "LIVE BY LAW!" Does the "LAWLESS CULT!" make him BLUSH for "SHAME!" or should he put the SHOE on-the-other-FOOT-!!! SHAME THEM FOR GOING by an "UNENDING TORMENT "god!" while MOUTH-ING about His "UNCONDITIONAL LOVE!"

IS THEIR HEAD - AS WELL AS THEIR COLLAR - ON BACKWARDS-???

MARCH 18, 1994 ABSOLUTES-!!!

THERE IS a "SEALING!" - RIGHT-??? WHO IS "SEALED-???" ONLY THOSE WHO "SIGN AND CRY for ALL!" the "ABOMINATIONS!" that be DONE "IN-THE-CHURCH!" - RIGHT - ??? "MARK-THIS-POINT-WITH-CARE-!!!" T3:267.

"SLAUGHTER-!!!"

"BUT THE GENERAL "SLAUGHTER!" of ALL! those who do not THUS SEE-!!!" - "AND BEGIN at MY SANCTUARY!" ("AT THE ANCIENT MEN WHICH WERE BEFORE THE HOUSE!" (EZEKIEL 9:1)) ..."PEACE AND SAFETY" is the CRY FROM...THese "DUMB DOGS!" THAT WOULD NOT BARK..."ALL!" PERISH TOGETHER!" T5:211.

WHAT COULD BE A MORE IMPORTANT "EVENT!" THAN THAT-???

HOW DID THIS COME ABOUT-???

We have a very simple FORMULA. With all the WORLDWIDE AGITATION against "ROMANISM" it is HARD to KEEP IN MIND
that "THEY!!" are "FOLLOWING-IN-THE-TRACK-OF-ROMANISM!" TM 362. T7:181. HOW IS THAT EXEMPLIFIED-???

DO YOU EXPECT YOUR CHURCH LEADERS TO TELL YOU - ???
"THE CHURCH!!" is "INFAILLIBLE!!" It is "GOING THROUGH!!" It will be "TRIUMPHANT!!" And if you DOUBT THEIR "HOLLINESS!!" they will KICK-YOU-OUT! and HOLLER AFTER YOU: "OFF-SHoots!!" And not one of them has ever told you the DIFFERENCE between "OFFSHOOT!!" and "OUTCAST!!" Of course you would probably see "NO IMPORTANCE!!" in that anyway - UNLESS you knew the LORD WILL -

At a certain TIME - and for a certain REASON "SHALL ASSEMBLE THE "OUTCASTS!!" ISA. 11:12. (OH! BOY! WHAT THEN?)

SHALL KNOCK ON THE LAODICEAN DOOR

Just so long and then "PASSES BY!!" "THE END is come upon MY PEOPLE of ISRAEL; I will not again PASS BY them any more. And the SONGS of the TEMPLE shall be HOWLINGS-IN-THAT-DAY! saith the LORD GOD: there shall be MANY DEAD BODIES IN EVERY PLACE: (They give the "LOUD CRY!") they shall cast them forth WITH SILENCE!!" AMOS 8:2,3.

BUT THAT ISN'T EXACTLY WHAT

The leaderSHIP and their MESMERIZED DUPES such as COLIN STANDISH have been telling you! They have been telling you of the "SUPREMACY!!" of their CHURCH and SYNAGOGUE! This is called a COUNTERFEIT FORM OF "PERFECTIONISM!!" "THE PERFECTION OF THE...CHURCH!!... THE CHURCH has NEVER ERRED, nor would it EVER ERR, according to the SCRIPTURES!!" GC 57.

ALTHOUGH NONE OF THE ELITE WANT TO REPEAT IT -

This was NOT written in a CORNER - it is in the 1884 also; p.60,61. So.then we pursue this to EW 101. There we are told it is as "MIND WEAKENING!!" as "SPIRITUALISM!!" And that such who BELIEVE that sort of RUBBISH, can in NO WAY - TEACH THE "LAST MESSAGE!!" "GOD WILL NOT ACCEPT THEM!!" EW 101-2.

YOU CAN BEGIN TO SEE NOW -
WHY IN NO WAY-!!! DO THEY WANT THIS MESSAGE-!!! That
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those "NOT TRAINED!" in "LITERARY INSTITUTIONS!" GC 606 (424) WILL LEAD OUT IN "THE LAST WORK!" Here we must know SOMETHING of "THE LAST WORK!" OH! HORRORS! "ALL WILL BE UNMASKED!" 1884 GC 424 (606).

HOW CAN THEY DO THAT - ???

When they PASSED an "AUTUMN COUNCIL RESOLUTION!" to TEACH "IN COMMON!" with all "CHRISTIANITY!" MY! MY! HOW BUDDY-BUDDY! AS PREDICTED IN GC 445 (278) and it tells you EXACTLY who they will be BUDDY-BUDDY with! It was right there in PLAIN SIGHT ALL THE TIME-!!! But we never heard ANYONE tell us it will be an "EVANGELICAL ALLIANCE!" "PROTESTANT AMERICA!" "PROTESTANT CHURCHES!" "THE IMAGE!" cannot be "THE BEAST!" You see how SICKENING it is to lead OUR PEOPLE IN ECUMENICAL UNITY - more and more - with these BILLY GRAHAM "EVANGELICALS!" EVEN CALLING THEMSELVES "EVANGELICAL!" ALL THIS WAS FULLY DOCUMENTED - FOR YEARS-!!! NO ONE CAN DENY IT-!!! But they will surely:

"LIE and TRY!" (THEY ARE GOOD AT BOTH!)

They will LIE - once too often-!!! And the MORE "MIND-WEAKENING!" THEY BECOME. Did you notice what it said-???

A KEY STATEMENT-!!! AS "MIND-WEAKENING!" AS "SPIRITUALISM!"
EW 101,123-5. NOW GOING FORTH FULL BELT! THESE WORLD-WIDE "PROPHETIC SEMINARS!" MARCH 19th (TOMORROW!) TO MARCH 28th - just in TIME FOR "EASTER!"

PROBABLY THE BIGGEST DRIVE IN THE HISTORY OF THE ADVENTIST CHURCH - and "REFORMERS!" who "REFORM NOTHING!" caught up in the EXCITEMENT-!!!

ONE OF THE BIGGEST SPLASHES
IN THE ADVENTIST SEA - PAYING NO ATTENTION TO WHAT HAPPENED IN THE "SHOOT OUT!" and "BURN OUT!" IN WACO, TEXAS - EVEN ADVOCATING THE GATHERING OF "ARMS!" A REPEAT OF BARABBAS in "THE HOLY CITY!" to again "BEAT-THE-ROMANS!" It is a SHAME to think it - a SHAME to write it.

WHAT IS TURNING OUT TO BE PRIME MOVERS
BREAK-AWAY "DISSIDENTS!" JOHN J. GROSSBOLL but his
main "PUBLIC RELATIONS" DEPARTMENT HEADED BY BOB TREFZ and "FREEDOM'S RING!" - JANUARY-FEBRUARY 1994. (Box 200, HERMOSA, SD 57744.) You have to READ--THIS--YOURSELF--!!! Is this "CONSORTIUM!" out to raise $200,000.00 (Which I believe they will!) on the way to make it A MILLION! Not going into NO WILDERNESS FOR THEM--!!! IS BOB TREFZ ADVOCATING A WACO SHOOT-OUT--??? (That's why I say "READ IT FOR YOURSELF! WHAT DOES IT SOUND LIKE?"

HAVE YOU BEEN AWAKE - ???

DID YOU SEE THAT GOD WILL GIVE "NEW LIGHT!" TO A VERY FEW - that "NONE!" (NOT ONE!) of the RANK and FILE of what some call "HISTORIC ADVENTISM!" - but is nothing more than "URIAH SMITH!" ADVENTISM and is held by CHURCH and REFORM ALIKE! AND "DAILY IMBIBING NEW ERRORS!" EW 124.

DID YOU WONDER WHAT SOME OF THIS "NEW LIGHT!" WOULD BE--??? Did you see ONE or MORE already in this paper? Or are you with the others - "ASLEEP?"

DO YOU BELIEVE EVERY WORD OF THIS?

WE DO: "MEN and WOMEN are in the LAST HOURS OF PROBATION, and yet are CARELESS (couldn't-care-less!) CARELESS and STUPID, and MINISTERS have NO POWER to AROUSE them; they are ASLEEP THEMSELVES. SLEEPING PREACHERS preaching to a SLEEPING PEOPLE!" T2:337. (WANT A DOZEN MORE?) And if they keep on SLEEPING the way they are they will "SLEEP THE SLEEP OF DEATH!" T1:263. T8:37, 160, 304.

NO PREACHER TRAINED BY THE CHURCH - would preach this. How could he--??? If you go there and LISTEN to those "DUMB DOGS!" T5:211 - you will "ALL PERISH TOGETHER!" (They wrote a whole book to deny THAT PAGE!)

BUT WHAT DOES THE PAGE BEFORE SAY - ???

"DECEPTION OF ALMOST EVERY KIND ARE IN THE CHURCH!" T5:210. So now we better cast around to see what is the SOLUTION--??? DOES STANDISH OR WIELAND HAVE THE ANSWER? We asked that QUESTION FOR YEARS--!!! FINALLY - YOU KNOW WHAT--??? THERE IS AN "ALL-OUT" FIGHT BETWEEN "STANDISH!" and "WIELAND!" and between "THE CHURCH!" and "THE TUCKERS!"
Both of them are getting CRAZIER all the time! REALLY CRAZIER.

AGAIN - AS THE LORD PREDICTED - ???

OBEY THE TRUTH when it comes to you or He will "CHOOSE YOUR DELUSIONS!!!" TUCKER HIRED A REALLY CRAZY GUY TO ACT AS MOUTH-PIECE FOR THEM!!! JUST BECAUSE HE HAD THE DEGREES AND HAD THE "STATE'S" APPROVAL! I did not know the "STATE" would agree with "THE LAST MESSAGE!!"

NOR THAT THE "LAST MESSAGE!!"

WOULD BE "UNCONDITIONAL LOVE!!" 28 TIMES BY "KIETH JOHNSON!!!" I think it's $1.50 U.S. from "THE QUIET HOUR!!"

POB 3000, REDLANDS, CA. 92373-1500.

ANOTHER BOMBSHELL!!!

Since we are searching for REASONS to REJECT "LAODICEA'S" CLAIM that they ONLY are "QUALIFIED!!" to give "THE LAST MESSAGE!!" and we believe the LORD "PASSES BY!!" and "GATHERS THE OUTCASTS!!" the ones the CHURCH LEADERS CAST OUT as UNWORTHY and the LORD GOES RIGHT THERE to COMMISSION HIS "REMNANT!!" ISA. 56:8. "HIS WATCHMEN ARE "BLIND!!" They are "ALL IGNORANT!!" - they are "ALL DUMB DOGS!!" - they CANNOT BARK!! SLEEPING, LYING DOWN, LOVING TO SLUMBER!!

"YEA, they are GREEDY DOGS which can NEVER HAVE ENOUGH, and they are "SHEPHERD'S (RODS) "that CANNOT UNDERSTAND!!" (EW 124.)" ISA. 56:10-2. (See 57:3, 4.)

AND THEN THE BOMBSHELL - !!!

WE WANT NO MISTAKE - so we take it from the ORIGINAL. "As the TIME COMES (FUTURISM!) for the LOUD CRY to be given, the LORD will work through HUMBLE INSTRUMENTS...The LABORERS will be "QUALIFIED!!" rather by the UNCTION of HIS SPIRIT than by the TRAINING OF LITERARY INSTITUTIONS!!"

OF LITERARY INSTITUTIONS!!

OF LITERARY INSTITUTIONS!!

OF LITERARY INSTITUTIONS!!

1884 GC 424. Your GC 606.
THE BOMBHELL - !!!

AS PLAIN AS LANGUAGE CAN MAKE IT - your FROOMS and ANDERSONS (AND THE DEVIL THAT CONTROLLED THEM-!!!) LAID SUCH GREAT STRESS ON "SCHOLARLY WORKS!" - the SCURVY WRITINGS of "RONALD L. NUMBERS" (PROPHETESS OF HEALTH) was ALRIGHT because it was "SCHOLARLY!" "SPECTRUM" kept him on their "CONSULTING (OR "INSULT-ING!") EDITOR'S BOARD for YEARS. (As well as "UNCONDITIONAL LOVE!" APRIL 1990 and JANUARY 1993.)

THE "LOWER ADVENTOSIA" CLICHÉ -

will have some sweet time - arguing themselves out of 1884 GC 424. GC 606. Of course there are those who will AVOW it "MAKES NO DIFFERENCE!" if the ORIGINAL PIN-POINTED THE TIME. In the "TIME!" of "THE LOUD CRY!" those NOT TRAINED - NOT "QUALIFIED!" BY "LITERARY INSTITUTIONS!" (NO DEGREES!) WILL GIVE "THE LOUD CRY!" They became FRANTIC when they saw that, and TRUST THEM-!!! THEY "CHANGED IT-!!!"

BUT NOT THE PART THAT SAYS IT WILL BE "LABORERS!" (MEN AND WOMEN!) THAT DO NOT PASS YOUR "SCHOLARLY" (TRAINING OF LITERARY INSTITUTIONS!)

WHY THEY MIGHT EVEN BE "FISHERMEN!"

BOTH BOOKS SAY THE SAME! It might be "MEN FROM THE PLOW!" "THE ENEMY IS SEEKING THROUGH UNCONVERTED MEN IN POSITIONS OF TRUST to MOLD the WORK...THE LORD HIMSELF will call men, as of Old He called the HUMBLE FISHERMEN...He will call men FROM-THE-PLOW and from other occupations, to give the "LAST!" note of WARNING!" LOMA LINDA MESSAGES p.108.

"When "PROFESSED!" CHRISTIANS come to a position where they receive words of "PRAISE!" and "FLATTERY!" from the WORLD, and feed upon them as a SWEET MORSEL, (and so ANXIOUS to hear MORE-OF-THE-SAME that they PERVERT THE TEACHING! "YOU SCRATCH MY BACK AND I'LL SCRATCH YOURS!") they are CHRISTIANS only in "NAME!" ...How full of SELF-CONFIDENCE, how full of VAUNTING and VANITY!...THE WORLD is their MASTER...TAKE HEED that they do not sign a TRUCE with the ENEMY of GOD and MAN..."WHEREFORE come OUT from among them, and be SEPARATE, saith the Lord...
"BE AFRAID of uniting with the World in "SECRET SOCIETIES!" or of being BOUND in BUNDLES with them...and I will receive YOU, and will be a FATHER unto YOU, and ye shall be my SONS and my DAUGHTERS, saith the LORD ALMIGHTY!" "...Will "THE PEOPLE OF GOD!" who are placed in POSITIONS OF TRUST, give utterance to the ACCUSATIONS OF SATAN against the CHILDREN OF GOD????" RH 3:171-2.

(We were distracted from these papers to meet the "SHOOT-OUT!" and "BURN-OUT!" at WACO, TEXAS – in the meantime – "TIME WENT ON!")
THEN WE MADE NOTES AS WE APPROACHED 1994 "EASTER!"

APRIL 1, 1994 (GOOD FRIDAY-!!!)

A PARADOX

THE MOST MIXED-UP CHURCH IN THE WORLD – led by 33° MASONs – telling you "THEY!" are going to be "THE HEAD!" "AND NOT THE TAIL!" on the WAY to set up "THE IMAGE TO THE BEAST!"

"SO APOSTASY IN "THE CHURCH!" WILL PREPARE THE WAY FOR "THE IMAGE TO THE BEAST!" GC 444. (278.) (THE SAME BOOK SAYS:) (THEY WILL KEEP "SUNDAY!") BEFORE THEY HAVE TO-!!! ONLY AS THE STORM APPROACHES!) GC 608. (THE PAGE BEFORE: GC 607 tells us EXACTLY HOW THEY- WILL- DO- IT-!!!) (BY UNITING THEIR DUPED MEMBERSHIP WITH PAPIST FORCES! GC 607. AND "SOLICITORS!" 1884 GC 424.)

EVEN NOW (APRIL 1, 1994 - GOOD FRIDAY!)

They have just the RIGHT "LEADERship!" to accomplish this TASK – have no more "RELIGION!" in their HEAD than in the LEFT HIND LEG OF MY DOG – !!! YET BOLDLY – ARROGANTLY – BRASSILY – try to make "out:- THEY!" are the people ("GOD'S PEOPLE!) to give THE LAST MESSAGE!" I believe it will be their "LAST!" "THE LORD SHALL SLAY THEE AND CALL "HIS PEOPLE!" BY "ANOTHER NAME!" "ALL WILL BE UN- MASKED!" GC 606.

BY YOU??? OR ARE YOU RUNNING SCARED-???

SO-CALLED "REFORM!" is WORSE than "THE CHURCH!" What "THE CHURCH!" PROPAGATES - they PROPAGATE ALSO-!!!
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The ONLY DIFFERENCE - they do it MORE ENERGETICALLY-!!!
THE REASON AND THE PRINCIPLE IS: Those who were in the
"GREATEST LIGHT!" will go into "DARKNESS CORRESPONDING
TO THE LIGHT THEY DESPISED!" Thus ISRAEL went LOWER
than the "HEATHEN ROUND ABOUT!" And if you are a "BLIND
LAODICEANS!" you may not see it - but your LEADERS have led
you - "LOWER THAN BABYLON!"

YOUR "JACK S'S!" - YOUR "HEPPENSTALLS!" - YOUR
"ZACHARY'S!" - YOUR "FOLKENBERGS!" - YOUR "JOHNS-
SONS!" - are TEACHING THINGS NOT EVEN BABYLON WILL
TEACH-!!! "ALL WILL BE UNMASKED-!!!" GC 606.

"THE POWER ATTENDING THE "MESSAGE!" WILL ONLY
"MADDEN!" THOSE WHO OPPOSE IT!" GC 607. (424.) THE
NEXT PAGE SAYS THEY GET SO "MAD!" THEY "SLANDER!" and
"MISREPRESENT!" their "FORMER BRETHREN!" so that they
PROVE to be the WORST-DEVILS-IN-THE-WORLD-!!! ESPE-
CIALLY WHEN GOD GIVES THEM SOME "SEVEN LAST PLAGUES!"
REPEAT-??? NEVER-!!! THEY TAKE THE LAW IN THEIR OWN
HANDS-!!! THEY ARE SO SURE THAT THEY ARE "RIGHT-!!!"
THEY PURSUE THE SAINTS RIGHT TO THEIR "HIDE-OUTS!" SO
ANXIOUS TO "SLAY!" THEM they try to do it "BEFORE MID-
NIGHT-!!!" (DO YOU KNOW WHERE "THAT!" IS WRITTEN-???)
When it comes right down to it your LEADERShip have been
TEACHING you only of "CHURCH TRIUMPHANT-!!!" FAIRY
TALES - you are NOT PREPARED for the "SEVEN LAST
PLAGUES!" ARE YOU-??? This has NOT been in the LAN-
GUAGE of "THE ASSURANCE OF OUR SALVATION!" FOLKEN-
BERG nor in the "I AM SAVED!" MIND-SET OF YOUR JOHNS-
SONS-!!! (HOW DID SUCH A DUMMY EVER GET THAT JOB?)
(If you were "MEN!" and not "MICE!" you would have shipped
him out on a RAIL LONG AGO-!!!) DOESN'T HAVE ENOUGH
BRAINS TO GET A HEADACHE-!!! How such a THING ever got
to be placed as HEAD of the most important CHURCH MAGA-
ZINE - is the "MYSTERY-OF-INIQUITY!"

"DOCTOR!" Did you say "DOCTOR-???" From the PHILISTINE
"UNIVERSITY!" All the more reason to "FIRE HIM!" Go and
teach the "PHILISTINES!" Give them "THE ASSURANCE OF
SALVATION!" Or any other "SWEET NOTHINGS!"

"SATAN would use what GOD COULD NOT - "FLATTERY!"
and "DECEIT!" PP 42. "SPIRITUALISM...DESIRE is the HIGHEST
LAW; and that man is accountable ONLY TO HIMSELF...
" REGARD not them that have FAMILIAR SPIRITS, neither seek
after WIZARDS...are an ABOMINATION unto the LORD!" PP
688-9.
"But if the WATCHMAN see the SWORD COME, and BLOW NOT THE TRUMPET!" and the people BE NOT WARNED; if the SWORD COME, and take any person from among them, he is taken away in his INIQUITY; but his BLOOD will I require at the WATCHMAN'S HAND!" When men permit themselves to be FLATTERED and EXALT ED by SATAN, the LORD can do LITTLE for them or through them! T5:16.

"I AM SAVED!" "THE ASSURANCE OF SALVATION!"

"May the dear JESUS help them to SET THEIR FACES AS A FLINT against all FALSEHOODS and FLATTERIES...!!!" T5:398.

"The CRISIS before us when EACH will need MUCH STRENGTH from GOD in order to STAND AGAINST the WILES of SATAN, for his DECEPTIONS will come in EVERY CONCEIVABLE FORM. These who have allowed themselves to be the SPORT of SATAN'S TEMPTATIONS will be UNPREPARED THEN TO TAKE THE "RIGHT SIDE!" Their ideas will be CONFUSED so that they CANNOT DISCERN between the DIVINE and the SATANIC. There will come a "CRISIS" in EVERY ONE of our INSTITUTIONS--!!!" T5:479. "The SCENES to be enacted in our World are not even DREAMED OF--!!!" T5:753.

THE ARROGANT PHARISEES DO NOT LIKE IT-!!!

WHAT DO THEY NOT LIKE-???

THE PROUD SWAGGERERS IN THE "HIERARCHY!" (WHITE ESTATE) ALWAYS TALKED DOWN TO OTHERS - since it was their PREROGATIVE to give "THE LOUD CRY!" and "FINISH THE WORK!" That would mean they are ABOVE "CATHOLICS!" - "EVANGELICALS!" - ALL HEATHEN and PAGAN and SPIRITUALISTIC ENTITIES - ABOVE all other CHURCHES - RACES - AND PEOPLE - the LOWEST of the LOW - would be those who did not think they were either so HOLY - so MIGHTY - or so RIGHTIOUS. IN FACT they READ EW 69 where the LORD is going to set His Hand in their midst and "SCATTER!" - "DIVIDE!" them and HUMILIATE them, bring them DOWN a notch or two! THIS IS HIS DEFINITE PROMISE IN EW 69.

WELL - IT HAPPENED - !!!

A ROCKET SOARED OVER THE LAODICEAN HORIZON--!!! In the person of JOHN. J. GROSBOULL - he GATHERED to himself a FOLLOWING that is getting MORE POWERFUL EVERY DAY-!!!
THE ADVENTISTS MADE THE MISTAKE

of not recognizing the THREAT until they became so BOLD as
to "TIP THE POPE'S HAT!!" AND "THEY!!!" ARE "LOOKING
DOWN!!" ON THE ADVENTISTS! "THEY!!!" ARE GOING TO "GIVE
THE "LOUD CRY!" NOT NECESSARILY TOMORROW - BUT "TODAY!!"
EVERYTHING THE ADVENTISTS THOUGHT THEY WOULD DO - THESE
PEOPLE ARE-DOING-IT-!!! THIS IS SHAKING THE SMUG LEADER-
SHIP RIGHT DOWN TO THE WATER LINE-!!! THEY DO NOT RIGHTLY
KNOW WHAT TO DO ABOUT IT-!!! IT IS OUR OPINION THAT THEY
HAVE PUT THEIR FOOT IN THEIR MOUTH-!!!

HOW SO - ????

THEY HAVE THREATENED THEM WITH "LAW!" CALLED ON THE
"CIVIL POWER!!" WITH "CATHOLIC LAWYERS-!!!" JUST EXACTLY
AS PREDICTED IN GC 607. HERE: LET ME READ IT TO YOU-!!!
(1884 ORIGINAL p.425:)

"THE POPULAR MINISTRY, LIKE THE "PHARISEES!!" OF OLD,
ARE FILLED WITH ANGER AS THEIR "AUTHORITY!!" IS "QUESTIONED!!"
(ISN'T THAT AWFUL-!!!? ???) THEY "DENOUNCE!!" AH! YES!
THEY "DENOUNCE!!" THEY ARE EXPERTS AT THAT! BUT THEY ARE
DEALING - NOT WITH SOME SCURVY NO-ACCOUNT "OFF-
SHOOTS!!" BUT WITH TRAINED MINISTERS WHO YOU TRAINED HOW
TO BELITTLE OTHERS! PUT THEM DOWN! AND ONE THING THEY
ARE NOT!! THEY ARE NOT AFRAID OF YOU!! THEY WILL QUICKLY
MEET YOU - BLOW FOR BLOW - LAW FOR LAW - INSULT FOR IN-
SULT-!!! YOU ARE GOING TO MEET YOUR OWN KIND - ON YOUR
OWN LEVEL-!!! ALTHOUGH THEY WILL SURELY THINK - AND
THEY ARE SAYING IT - LOUD AND CLEAR-!!! THAT YOU ARE A
BUNCH OF "HAS-BEENS!!" YOU HAVE SO FAR DEPARTED FROM THE
FAITH - THAT THERE IS NO COMING BACK - -!!! AND WHAT ARE
YOU GOING TO DO-???

"THE POWER attending the MESSAGE only MADDENS those
who OPPOSE IT (OF COURSE THIS APPLIES TO BOTH SIDES!!)
NEITHER ONE IS GIVING "THE MESSAGE!!" BUT THEY THINK
THEY ARE-!!! EVEN IF IT IS "FROM BAD TO WORSE!!" PT 22, 32.

"THE CHURCH appeals to the strong arm of CIVIL POWER!!
(RIGHT NOW!!) AND IN THIS WORK, PAPISTS ARE SOLICITED (BY
CHURCH SOLICITORS!!) TO COME TO THE "HELP!!" OF PRO-
TESTANTS!!...THE LAW IS INVOCKED AGAINST "COMMANDMENT
KEEPERS!!" 1884 GC 425. GC 607. THEN THE BIGGEST MIX-
UP OF ALL IS GOING TO TAKE PLACE. AS THE SEE-SAW FOR
POWER INCREASES - GOD'S TRUE PEOPLE WILL OBEY THE
MIDNIGHT CRY: "GO YE OUT TO MEET HIM!!" THE LORD WILL
LEAD THEM TO "SEPARATE!!" FROM BOTH SIDES-!!!
COME NOW - isn't that what you read in EW 69-?? SG 2:201. (T1:100 - SAME.) T5:505. (And two dozen MORE-!!!)
OH! THIS IS GREAT! This is JUST AS IT SHOULD BE-!!!
START MEANING BUSINESS-!!! SLEEP NO LONGER-!!! TAKE
THE RIGHT SIDE-!!! WHICH IS - NEITHER SIDE-!!! DARE TO BE
A DANIEL! DARE TO STAND ALONE! "ONE WITH GOD IS A
"MAJORITY!" LET US OVERCOME THE WORLD - THE CHURCH -
AND THE DEVIL-!!!

STARTING NOW-!!!

INTO THIS PICTURE COMES:

"PERILOUS TIMES...FOR MEN SHALL BE LOVERS!" (OF THEIR
OWN SELVES!)...more than "LOVERS OF GOD!" HAVING A
"FORM!" OF GODLIENESS!...FROM SUCH TURN AWAY! FOR OF
THIS SORT ARE THEY WHICH CREEP INTO HOUSES, and lead
captive SILLY WOMEN LADEN WITH SINS, led away with DIVERS
LUSTS,

"EVER LEARNING, AND NEVER ABLE
TO COME TO THE KNOWLEDGE OF THE TRUTH...
(WANT TO GO IT "BY FAITH ALONE!" DO
NOT WANT TO "ADD KNOWLEDGE!")

"EVER LEARNING, AND NEVER ABLE TO COME TO THE KNOW-
LEDGE OF THE TRUTH...MEN OF CORRUPT MINDS - REPROBATE
CONCERNING

"THE FAITH!"

"BUT EVIL MEN (SODOMITES -THE REAL "LEGALISTS!" RIOTING
MILLION AT A TIME IN NYC!) (THE PRESIDENT OF THE NATION
AND HER HUSBAND!) DEMANDING "HOMO "RIGHTS!" LIKE
SODOM AND GOMORRAH!"

"BUT EVIL MEN AND SEDUCERS (EVIL WOMEN-LESBIANS AND
WCC "SOPHIA!" FEMINISTS!) SHALL WAX WORSE AND
WORSE..."

NO-NO-NO-NO-NO-NO-NO-NO-NO-NO-NO-NO-NO-NO-EVERYBODY AND HIS DOG -
FOLKENBERG SAYS:
"HAS "THE ASSURANCE OF SALVATION!" (FIND "ASSURANCE!"
- THREE TIMES IN ANY VERSION OF "THE GREAT CONTROVER-
SY!" ("SPIRITUALISM!" CHAPTER - p.560-1. (1884: p.378-9.)
"PROPHECY!" MADE THIS A SPECIAL POINT:

TO NOTICE IN THIS LAST GENERATION AS THEY ARE IN THE "SNARES OF THE DEVIL!" 2 TIM. 2:3 and 3:1 to 13.

URIAH SMITH DID NOT LIKE THAT:

SO HE TOOK FOUR PAGES ON "THE SNARES OF SATAN!" OUT OF YOUR GC 518 but FOUND IN ORIGINAL 1884 337 to 340. VANCE FERRELL ADMITTED THAT IN A BACKHANDED WAY BY QUOTING THOSE FOUR MISSING PAGES IN ONE OF HIS "THE GREAT CONTROVERSY!"

IT ALL COMES OUT IN "TIME!"

BUT SOME ARE DALLYING AROUND NOT KNOWING WHICH SIDE TO TAKE - UNTIL THEY WILL "WAKE UP!" SOME TIME IN THE "SEVEN LAST PLAGUES!" OR PERHAPS WHEN THE "11TH HOUR MEN!" (COL 399) APPEAR AND BURST IN ON THE SCENE AS A MYSTERIOUS "PROCESSION!" (COL 406.) THE "TEN VIRGINS!" WAKE TO HEAR "THE VOICE OF THE BRIDE!" (THE REAL "CHURCH!") AND "THE VOICE OF THE BRIDEGROOM!" ("THE VOICE OF GOD!") NOT WHERE THEY ARE - but over there in that "PROCESSION!" and if "WISE!" enough they "JOIN!" not like THEY THINK - that the "11TH HOUR "OUTCASTS!" of ISA. 11:12 MUST "JOIN!" THEM - and all go to SLEEP TOGETHER!!! NO! but "THEY!" must "JOIN!" another "MOVEMENT!" GC 464 (296). That will "COME!" and "THEY!" must join "THEM!"

DO YOU GET IT-?? Not as "THEY!" have it PLANNED for 100 YEARS! That they LEAD and OTHERS must come and "JOIN!" THEM-!!! NO! NO! NO! - here it is in that many WORDS: The WISE "JOINED THE THRONG!"...and the DOOR was SHUT!" COL 406 (416). PROBATION OVER FOR THE ADVENTIST WORLD!

OUT-!!!

THERE NEVER HAS BEEN A WORD ABUSED IN THE ADVENTIST WORLD MORE THAN THE WORD "OUT!" "I saw that GOD has HONEST Children among the NOMINAL ADVENTISTS and the FALLEN CHURCHES, and BEFORE the PLAGUES shall be poured OUT, MINISTERS and PEOPLE will be called "OUT-!!!" from THESE CHURCHES and will GLADLY receive the TRUTH!" EW 261. SG 1:172.

HERE THERE IS NO DOUBT WHAT "OUT-!!!" MEANS. ALTHOUGH there is some DIFFERENCE in the WORDING of these two REFERENCES - still there is NO DOUBT that "OUT-!!!" of these CHURCHES means "OUT-!!!" of these CHURCHES. -14-
BUT THERE IS ANOTHER "OUT-!!!"

"SOME had been SHAKEN OUT...LEFT BEHIND IN DARKNESS!" EW 271. What we are dealing with here is "CONTEXT!" To understand THIS - we have to READ THE CONTEXT-!!! SOME who were "PLEADING!" "FIRMNESS and GREAT EARNESTNESS!" (THIS, OR COURSE - has been MASSACRED! To get the ORIGINAL go to RH 1:32 but with added "FOOTNOTES!" go to T1:179.) But if we are ON OUR GUARD - we can even find the TRUTH in EW 269. (AFTER MANY YEARS!)

WE ARE DEALING WITH THREE "SOMES!"

FIRST "SOME!" EW 269 WILL BE "SAVED!" NEXT TWO "SOMES!" EW 270. EW 271 - will be "LOST!" Because they were "INDIFFERENT!" and "CARELESS!" (COULDN'T-CARE-LESS!"") This "SOME!" will be "SHAKEN OUT!" AH! YES! EVEN SO! But what is the "CONTEXT?" Called "A COMPANY!" TOP OF THE PAGE - EW 271 - their ANGEL GUARD "DOUBLED!" They were obviously "SEALED!"

"THE NUMBERS OF "THIS!" COMPANY

HAD "LESSENED!" This was a "SOME!" that had been already "SHAKEN OUT-!!!" THE SPECIAL "SEALED!" GROUP - the ones with the ANGEL GUARD "DOUBLED!" Are we to take that as common "RIFRAFF!" LAODICEANS-???” That it is a TRAGEDY to go "OUT-!!!" of "THEIR" MIDST-???” TO SETTLE THAT QUESTION go to T1:180 and T1:182 - (Or would it be a TRAGEDY to "REMAIN!" in their MIDST-???)

FOOTNOTES-!!!

They went "OUT-!!!" of the SHAKEN "OUT!" SEALED SAINTS - BACK into the "DARKNESS!" of "LAODICEA!" THIS IS PLAIN if we go by the "FOOTNOTES!" in T1:182.

A TRAGEDY: To go "OUT!" of the "COMPANY!" of "SEALED SAINTS!" EW 271.

A TRAGEDY: To go "BACK!" to the "DARKNESS!" of THE BLACK HOLE of "ADVENTOSIA!"

THEY WENT "OUT!" of the "LIGHT!"

BACK into "MIDNIGHT DARKNESS!"
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YOU SHOULD KNOW THAT I WRITE PERHAPS FOUR PAPERS AT A TIME
I should have said a "MINIMUM" of FOUR PAPERS AT A TIME. I
SWITCH from one to the other as "NECESSITY!" dictates. HAVE
I "FINISHED!" ONE PAPER - WAITING FOR THE PRESS TO BE
FREE-??? DO I QUICKLY "ADD!" ANOTHER PARAGRAPH?

THIS IS APRIL 19, 1994
We had a hectic day - yesterday. THE FURNACE WENT OUT -
the FAUCETS in the SINK were LEAKING - took all day to fix.
TOO COLD TO RUN THE TYPEWRITERS. (YES, I SAID "TYPE-
WRITERS!" (PLURAL!)) I have to set everything up DOUBLE -
for it be FINALIZED on the "WORD PROCESSOR!" IN BETWEEN
I HAVE TO "PROOF READ!" it. I have to have my moments of
RELAXATION. But I better get down to CASES-!!!

I SEE THIS PAPER (HAS NO "NAME!" YET:)
Since it has already been put together from various
"THOUGHTS FOR TODAY!" could have a "FINISHING TOUCH!"
that could make it the MOST IMPORTANT PAPER I EVER WROTE
- NEVER UNDERSTOOD OR EXPLAINED BEFORE - this is the
PROMISE of the LORD - the PROPHET HERSELF DOES NOT
GRASP FULLY THE VISION (OR THE PAPER AS SHE APPROVED
- WHATEVER SHE DID APPROVE!) that is why some WISE-ACRE
can come along LATER and try to "IMPROVE!" what she wrote
- is in our estimation no better that putting an APE at the
TYPEWRITER - in fact NO APE would be that STUPID as to write
"THE CERTAINTY OF OUR SALVATION!" or if (as the Kings
of Old!) would have a "COURT JESTER!" or "COURT FOOL!" like
the CLOWN sitting at the EDITORSHIP OF "ANYTHING FOR A
LAUGH!" MAGAZINE - and they see ("YOU-THE-PEOPLE!")
want "THE ASSURANCE OF SALVATION!" (THREE TIMES IN THE
"SPIRITUALISM" CHAPTER-!!! and when these DUMMIES like "I
AM SAVED!" even BETTER!) COL 154-5.

WHEN WE WERE "HORRIFIED!" WHEN WE SAW THAT THE
ALLEGED "LOVE!" OF GOD WAS "UNLIMITED!" we thought
"THAT!" was "THE LIMIT!" But, no. Not yet. THEY SAW HOW
MUCH WHAT "THE SPIRIT OF PROPHECY!" CALLED "THE SENSE-
LESS RABBLE OF JERUSALEM!" or the "INSANE MOB!" wanted -
we began to catch on! Then when the "EAGER-BEASERS!"
who will preach ANYTHING! that is WANTED - so they handed
you "THE LOVE OF GOD IS "UNCONDITIONAL!" Well, that took
the cake-!!!"
WE BELIEVE IT WAS "THE SPIRIT OF GOD!" that caused us to find WHERE THAT CAME FROM - that sort of TRASH -!!! From the WORLD'S MOST FAMOUS "BEST SELLER!" HELL-PRIEST AND "LAW-HATER!" WHO WROTE: "LEGALISM - seeking to live for God by the principle of "THE LAW!" - is the FIRST and the WORST "DOCTRINE OF DEMONS!" ... "LAW! - ANY-KIND-OF-LAW!" - you have CUT OFF THE POWER OF CHRIST IN YOUR LIFE -!!!" p.154.163.

IT WAS FROM THE VERY SAME "GARBAGE PAIL!" that they found "UNCONDITIONAL LOVE!" (PERHAPS, YOU MIGHT SAY!) WHAT ELSE do you EXPECT from "BABYLON!"

MAYBE SO - but I would NOT expect it (for that REASON!) that SATAN has things so IN CONTROL in this World that this sort of GARBAGE-CAN "RUBBISH!" should become the "WORLD'S BEST SELLER!" TO SELL MORE IN A VERY FEW YEARS - than SR. WHITE SOLD HER "BEST SELLER!" - "STEPS TO CHRIST!" MORE in MORE LANGUAGES - gave one to EVERY SOLDIER in the ALLIED ARMIES IN ALL LANGUAGES - COLORS - RELIGIONS-IN-THE-WORLD - I would NOT EXPECT this "ALL OUT RAID" AGAINST LEGALISM - LAW - COMMANDMENTS - SABBATH would so PLEASE THE WORLD as to be "THE WORLD'S BEST SELLER OF ALL TIME!"

BUT IF WE DID PASS THAT BY, I would CERTAINLY-NOT-EXPECT that CLOWN that was the HEAD of over 10,000 ADVENTIST MINISTERS - WORKERS - SECONDARY ELDERS to CHOOSE THIS BOOK - AND ANOTHER EQUALLY AS ROTTEN! CHOOSE THESE TWO BOOKS TO BE USED FOR "PRAYER MEETINGS AND OTHER MEETINGS!" I would not expect such a man to be the HEAD of ANYTHING ELSE BUT "THE DOG-CATCHERS UNION!" Or if he did SOMEHOW get into "THAT POSITION!" that the whole "MOTLEY CREW!" "MUDLE!
"JUMBLE!" "TANGLE!" "MESS!" or is "THAT WHY!" he was CHOSEN as the HEAD of the "MINISTERIAL ASSOCIATION!" because he KNEW what "YOU - THE PEOPLE!" - WANTED -!!! So that SR. WHITE WROTE TWO THINGS: (1) When you come OUT of the ADVENTIST COLLEGE - you have LESS RELIGION - than when you went "IN!" (2) They will be TEACHING "DOCTRINES OF DEVILS!" (in some else's PULPITS-???) No, in "OUR PULPITS!" (READ IT IN TM 409.) Or do you have to run and ask some "THEOLOGICAL CLOWN" what that MEANS -???. Before you either BELIEVE it or REPEAT it-???. You poor IMBECILE - MINDLESS - HALF-BAKED - STUPID - IDIOTIC - SILLY - QUACK - COUNTERFEIT - or what ever else the BIBLE and the "SPIRIT
OF PROPHECY! call you that would come under the HEAD of "FOOL" ("FOOLISH VIRGINS!") in the "CRISIS HOUR!" - go the "WRONG WAY!" Would you do that-???, ARE YOU DOING THAT-???, Are you SURE you are with the RIGHT CROWD? Just about EVERY SECOND ARTICLE in ANY CHURCH OR REFORM MAGAZINE - SNEERS AT "LEGALISM-!!!" as though there was NOTHING WORSE IN THIS WORLD. Do you really KNOW - (FOR YOURSELF!) what SR. WHITE said about "LEGALISM!" "THE ASSURANCE OF SALVATION-???," Or do you just APE the preachers of BABYLON-???,

ANYWAY - I AM NOT GETTING VERY FAST - to the "SUBJECT FOR TODAY-???," AM I-???, Or have I been in it - UP TO MY EARS - ??, But I meant to put it...

IN CONTEXT:
"EARLY WRITINGS!" is the FAVORITE ONE - but there are too many THINGS MISSING THERE-!!! THAT IS WHY NO ONE - and I do mean NO ONE has understood that CHAPTER and that SUBJECT as they OUGHT!

NOT AS LONG AS YOU BELIEVE "SPewn OUT!" MEANS "GOING THROUGH!" (WITH BELLS ON-!!!)

Now you might say you've heard ENOUGH of this SUBJECT-!!! Well, if you believe THAT CHURCH is going to give THE LOUD CRY! We're going to have to try to reach you to get you "OUT!" of the WORST THING - in the WORLD!

TRADITION:
That makes the Word of God of "NONE EFFECT-!!!" NOW HOW SHOULD WE START? By telling you there are THREE "SHAKING!" CHAPTERS - ALL DIFFERENT-!!! R&H ARTICLES BOOK #1 p.32 is the FIRST ONE. T1:179 is the SECOND ONE - this is the BEST as it has ADDED "FOOTNOTES!" without which this CHAPTER CANNOT BE UNDERSTOOD-!!! And don't fall for one of those CLOWNS who come up with the "KING'S FOOL!" JOKE - that "THEY!" put in these "FOOTNOTES!"

HOW DO YOU SETTLE THAT-???
(1) BY BELIEVING THEM—!!! And don’t read ANY MORE—!!!
READ IT FROM EW 269.

(2) Or else READ THE FOOTNOTES because you do not exactly want to be made a "FOOL—OUT—OF!!" (Not by ANYONE!!)
Then SEE if "FOOTNOTES!!" would "DECAPITATE!!" the "COURT FOOL!!" as "ELIJAH DID!!" Do you have "THE SPIRIT OF ELI-
JAH?" Would you stand up against "850 BAAL—PRIESTS OF
JEZEBEL—???" Or do you go by the HEAD of WALLA WALLA
COLLEGE some years back: "WE DO NOT BELIEVE an "ELIJAH!!
is to come as a "PERSONAGE!!" We believe WE ARE GIVING
THE "ELIJAH MESSAGE!!" (HE NEVER READ TM 475.) (And 20
companion references!!) But then — who cares what a BOND-
SLAVE TO "TRADITION!!" SAYS—???

"THE SHAKING!!" CHAPTER:

I am going to have to jump around from one BOOK to the other — WHAT FOR? Because if I use R&H BOOK 1:32 how
MANY or how FEW will look that up—?? ?? So perhaps I can find
THE SAME THING in T1:179 but if I can use EW 269 — MANY —
MANY — MANY MORE will have NO EXCUSE to NOT—LOOK—IT—
UP to see if that IS SO — because we find those who LOOK IT
UP are ALWAYS REWARDED for doing so and can give us a
THOUGHT so our UNDERSTANDING is more MORE COMPLETE —
BUT WE WARN YOU — you send us 44 and 8 pages — we look in
the BACK — if you END UP as 99% DO — "SPEWN OUT!!" means
"GOING THROUGH!!" — NOT TO USE DRUGS MEANS TO USE
THEM—!!! THAT goes in the WASTE—BASKET — PRONTO—!!! If
not SOONER—!!! Just more GARBAGE—!!! Not a THOUGHT in a
TRAIN—LOAD of them—!!! EW 88,263. PREPARED SEAT — PRE-
PARED TRACK — PREPARED DIRECTION (DOWNHILL!!) "LITTLE
NARROW PATH IS "OPPOSITE DIRECTION!!" (UPHILL!!) TRACK IS
OUT—!!! AROUND THE BEND—!!! "THIS DELUSION WILL SPREAD
...LYING WONDERS OF SATAN!! (TM 409)...go with the
"SPEED OF LIGHTNING!!" I asked the ANGEL if there were
NONE LEFT..."A LITTLE COMPANY TRAVELING A NARROW PATH—

"THE SHAKING!!" CHAPTER:

"I SAW SOME—!!!" (OH! BOY! THAT’S THE WAY IT STARTS?)
You may not think it and other things are "CRAZY—!!!" NOW —
but you will THINK SO IF AND WHEN — you find yourself
"LOST!!" because you "BELIEVED A LIE!!" THEN you will UNDER-
STAND FULLY — the "SPIRIT!!" of ELIJAH—!!!
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"I SAW SOME...!!!!!" ("THE SHAKING!" CHAPTER!) ARE YOU AWARE - ADVENTIST-?? ?? IS THAT THE WAY IT STARTS OUT-?? ?? THAT IS ALL YOU WOULD SEE IF YOU GO BY EW 269. NOW TURN TO T1:179: "NOVEMBER 20, 1857, I WAS SHOWN "THE PEOPLE OF GOD!" AND SAW "THEM" MIGHTILY "SHAKEN!" T1:179.

WHAT IS THIS ALL ABOUT - ?? ?? WHY WAS "THE PEOPLE OF GOD!" LEFT OUT-?? ?? TO MAKE THIS SKULDUGGERY - PLAIN - WOULD TAKE FOUR PAGES. YES. I WOULD HAVE TO POINT OUT THAT YOU CHECK ANY VERSION OF "THE GREAT ADVENT MOVEMENT!" - "ADVENTIST PEOPLE!" (NOWHERE IN THE WHOLE BOOK DO YOU FIND "SEVENTH DAY ADVENTISTS!" SO WHY DO YOU SAY "SEVENTH DAY ADVENTISTS!" IF SHE DOES NOT-?? ??) THEN ABOUT THE MIDDLE OF THE BOOK - SHE STOPS USING "ADVENTISTS!" AT ALL EXCEPT I BELIEVE "ONCE!" IN PAST TENSE! NEVER ANY MORE IN PRESENT OR FUTURE TENSE-!!! (I SHOULD HAVE COUNTED THE TIMES SHE CALLS THEM "THE PEOPLE OF GOD-!!!") SO WE DO THE SAME! "THE PEOPLE OF GOD!" - "GOD'S PEOPLE!" - "THE REMNANT!" - "SAINTS!" (I BELIEVE - I HAVE BEEN STUDYING THIS ONLY A FEW YEARS - BUT I BELIEVE SHE DOES NOT CALL THEM "SAINTS!" UNTIL AFTER THEY ARE "SEALED!")

SO YOU SEE THAT SOMEONE DID NOT WANT US TO KNOW THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN "THE PEOPLE OF GOD!" AND A PAGE OR TWO ON - WE RUN INTO THE "LAODICEANS!" SOMEONE DID NOT WANT US TO SEE THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN "GOD'S PEOPLE!" - "GOD'S PROFESSED PEOPLE!" - AND "LAODICEANS!"

WELL - I HAVE TO GO SOUTH NOW SO THAT MAY BE ALL I CAN DO - TODAY-!!! I WILL BE BACK - AS SOON AS I CAN. MOST LIKELY TODAY AS I HAVE TO OPEN THE DOOR FOR THE FURNACE MAN AS THE FURNACE IS OUT! SAY! THAT'S AN IDEA-!!! LIKE THE ADVENTIST IS "OUT!" HE NEVER MOVED - AND HE'S "OUT!" "OUT!" OF THE LIGHT! "OUT!" IN MIDNIGHT DARKNESS-!!! "OUT!" OF THE SIGHT AND SOUND AND REACH - OF GOD-!!! "OUT!" OF THE TRUTH-!!! HE IS AN "OFFSHOOT!" FROM THE "THIRD ANGEL'S MESSAGE!" HE DOESN'T HAVE THE FAINTEST IDEA - WHAT IT IS-!!! "I AM SAVED!" OR IS THAT "BABYLON-?? ??" SURE HAVE TO HAVE A NERVE-!!! TO FLAUNT YOUR "RIGHTEOUSNESS!" IN THE FACE OF OTHERS-!!! A "CHRISTIAN!" COULDN'T DO IT - IT TAKES A "PHARISEE" COL 154. "THIS IS...AN "ANTICHRIST!" AA 554.
THE SHAKING: She was shown "THE PEOPLE OF GOD!
Are you AWAKE - ADVENTIST? Did you say they were "AGO-
NIZING?" Because that's the WORD you will find in T1:179.
No, it didn't say that-!!! It didn't say "WHAT-???

It didn't say "THEY!" were "AGONIZING!" And you may say "I
JUST READ IT - THEY WERE AGONIZING-!!!" No, you didn't!
You read that "SOME!" were "AGONIZING!" and two "SOMES!"
were NOT-!!! So that divides them into "SECTIONS!" - "CATE-
GORIES!" - "TYPES!" To say "THE CHURCH!" is "GOING
THROUGH!" is not like saying "GOD'S PEOPLE!" are "GOING
THROUGH!"

If you say "CHURCH!" that implies "ALL!" But if you say "THE
PEOPLE OF GOD!" - that's a SPECIFIC TYPE - CLASS - in this
case "SOME!" who were "AGONIZING!" NO GENERAL ORDERS
THE "ARMY!" to "ADVANCE!" No. It is the "SAPPERS!" - "AD-
VANCE SCOUTS!" - to SCOUT the FIELD, to see if everything is
"READY!" for the "ARMY!" to "MOVE!" or if the "CANONS!"
should lay down another "BARRAGE!" to thus "SAVE THE LIVES
OF MEN!"

IN THE SAME SENSE - and in NO-OTHER-SENSE! the one
"CLASS!" "AGONIZE!" but (as in the Army) some DRAG THEIR
HEELS! They do not take advantage of OPPORTUNITIES! They
are "INDIFFERENT and CARELESS!" The ANGELS are RIGHT
THERE - to HELP THEM! but they may be here TODAY and
GONE "TOMORROW!" "YOU!" are SUPPOSED TO "RESPOND!"
when God calls you - not come DANGLING ALONG - DAYS-
WEEKS-MONTHS-YEARS "LATER!" The Lord MAY forgive it -
and He MAY NOT-!!! That is one PRIMARY THING about this
"SHAKING!" CHAPTER! You see over in T1:181 - EW 271 -
they are likened to "SOLDIERS!" and that's where the TWO
OTHER "SOMES!" come in - !!! We dangle around "CARELESS!"
- "INDIFFERENT!" obey the 1960 AUSTRALIAN "AWAKENING!"
JESTERS and MAKE "NO EFFORT!" - T1:181 - EW 270 - and
the "HOLY ANGELS!" leave them: "And they were "LEFT!" EW
270 - FOR "TIME!" and for "ETERNITY!" and then when you
hear one of them TALK - UNCEASING - UNENDING - UNCON-
DITIONAL - "ASSURANCE OF SALVATION!" you WONDER - if
"ELIJAH!" were here, if he would MOCK THEM-!!! Tell them to
"JUMP HIGHER!" "SLASH DEEPER!" No matter what THEY DO
or SAY after THAT - it is nothing but a "DEATH GURGLE!"
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YOU ARE ALL ALONE!!!

Now wait a minute!!! How is that again??? You are all alone — ??? Didn’t you see THE NEXT PAGE—???!!! "THE COMPANY OF GUARDIAN ANGELS AROUND THEM HAD BEEN DOUBLED-!!!" EW 271. I have been thinking about that the last few days — (Well, actually the last few YEARS!) If the HOLY ANGELS LEAVE the "FOOLISH VIRGINS!" and take the SIDE of the "WISE!" it would soon be not just DOUBLED but TREBLED and THEN SOME — so at last I found a reference that says "JUST THAT! "A COMPANY!" of "HOLY ANGELS!" And one of them ALONE could WIPE OUT THEIR ENEMIES-!!! "...a MASS of EVIL ANGELS, HURRYING on the WICKED to SLAY THE SAINTS. But before they could approach GOD’S PEOPLE, the WICKED must first PASS this "COMPANY!" of MIGHTY, HOLY ANGELS!"

THIS WAS IMPOSSIBLE! EW 283.

I LIKE THAT "THIS WAS IMPOSSIBLE!" EW 282. BUT WHAT ELSE DOES THAT SAY? RIGHT THERE—??? AS IT IS IMPOSSIBLE for the WICKED to DESTROY THE SAINTS in this hour of TIME and PLACE —

JUST SO IT IS IMPOSSIBLE -

(AS IT WAS IN THE DAYS OF NOAH!) for ONE of those WICKED to now REPENT and BE CONVERTED — they will find out that the "LOVE OF GOD!" contrary to "A.T.JONES!" in SM 1:377 is very "CONDITIONAL!" and if these "THEOLOGICAL CLOWNS!" convince you that you can DALLY ALONG — "PROCRUSTINATE!" — and what if your "PROBATION!" will be "SHUT!" on a CLEAR DAY—!!! "TWO IN A BED! ONE WILL BE TAKEN—!!!" "TWO IN A CITY!" Oh! My! Yes! It is VERY "CONDITIONAL!" How anyone ("WILSON!" in that "27 THING!") can PROPAGATE "UNCONDITIONAL LOVE!" and not have 10,000 PROTEST at such RAW SPIRITUALISM! (GC 554 to 558) and "INSANITY!" YOUR "GOD!" IS NOT SANE —!!!

THAT IS "THE STRAIGHT TESTIMONY!"
"TO!" (NOT "FROM!") "TO!" the "LAODICEANS!" and the best they can do is "RISE UP AGAINST IT!" T1:181. EW 270. And what else will they do—???. FROM EW we would have NO IDEA—!!! But in the "FOOTNOTES!" in T1:180 we find:

"GATHER YOURSELVES TOGETHER, ("GATHER YOURSELVES! not the Lord's "GATHERING!" He had NOTHING to do with the "SO-CALLED "HISTORIC ADVENTIST GATHERING!" and is WHY at this very HOUR — it is BREAKING UP!" EW 69.)

"GATHER YOURSELVES TOGETHER, (Repeated TWICE!) YEA, GATHER TOGETHER, O (denomi-)NATION NOT DESIRED, BEFORE the DECREE bring forth, BEFORE the DAY pass as the CHAFF, BEFORE the FIERCE ANGER of the Lord come upon "YOU" before the DAY of the LORD'S ANGER come upon "YOU" SEEK ye the LORD, all ye MEEK of the EARTH, which have WROUGHT HIS JUDGMENT! SEEK RIGHTEOUSNESS, seek MEEKNESS: it may be "YE!" shall be HID in the DAY of the LORD'S ANGER!" ZEPHANIAH 2:1-3. T1:180 (FOOTNOTE!)

Do you think ANYONE but the PROPHET put THAT in THERE—???. And do you know — YEARS AGO — HUDSON turned that SQUARE AROUND—!!! It seems they are "ALL!" on that "DEVIL'S TRAIN!" There could not be "ONE LEFT!" EW 88, 36,263. (WHAT WOULD WE DO — WITHOUT THE "SPIRIT OF PROPHECY!")

"THE TRUMPET of the ARCHANGEL will soon STARTLE THE LIVING and WAKE THE DEAD—!!!...It is your OWN COURSE OF ACTION that will MOLD your CHARACTER for "DESTRUCTION!" or for the BLISS of the "CEASELESS AGES OF ETERNITY—!!!" "THE YOUTH'S INSTRUCTOR" July 21, 1892. (CAN YOU BELIEVE THAT! and at the SAME TIME BELIEVE "HEPPENSTALL ("THE JEWISH TALMUD!") and the "NEW THEOLOGY!" Just WHERE do you THINK you'll END UP—???. WHERE BRINSMEAD DID — ??? IN LIMBO—???. NO STABILITY — NO FOUNDATION! GROTHEER is going down that SAME ROAD NOW—!!! And what about "THE GANG OF 40—???."

"THEIR FOUNDATION would be built on the "SAND!" and STORM and TEMPEST would sweep away the STRUCTURE ("THE OMEGA!")..."MEET IT!" SM 1:205.
THIS IS APRIL 23, 1994

WHAT ELSE CAN WE LEARN FROM "THE SHAKING!" CHAPTER? ("SEALING!" CHAPTER!) There was a REASON WHY - it was
PAWED THROUGH!!! But that REASON - the SHALLOW
ATTEMPT of the leadersHIP to build up THEMSELVES and DIS-
FELLOWSHIP MILLIONS and thus TERRIFY them by:

(A) BUILDING UP THE TRADITION THAT "THEY!" will give "THE
LOUD CRY!"
(B) That if YOU want to be "SAVE!!" you must CLEAVE TO
THEM!!!
(C) SMASH THAT "COUNTERFEIT-SUPERSTITION!" THAT "OME-
GA OF APOSTASY!"
(D) WE WILL HAVE TO BELIEVE IT BECAUSE: [1] "IT IS WRIT-
TEN!" [2] WE SEE IT!
(E) OTHERWISE WE COULDN'T BELIEVE IT!!! BELIEVE WHAT?
(F) BELIEVE than MORE would not accept the TRUTH!!! That it
seems:
(G) "THE WHOLE WORLD is on board that DEVIL'S TRAIN!!
THAT THERE COULD NOT:
(H) "COULDN'T BE ONE LEFT!" EW 88,263. ARE THERE ONLY
"PARROTS!!" LEFT?!!!
(I) Well, yes - there is a "LITTLE COMPANY!" Going "IN AN
OPPOSITE DIRECTION!"
(J) But why does it have to be "THAT SMALL?!!" Well, yes
- it is like:
(K) "IT WAS IN THE DAYS OF NOAH!!!" That kept them "OUT
OF THE ARK!!
(L) HARD TO UNDERSTAND - but it is TRUE!!! It all HINGES
AROUND:
(M) "THE LOVE OF GOD!!" "THE LOVE OF GOD!!!" Would
NEVER bring a "FLOOD!!"
(N) Would NEVER bring a "FIRE!!" "FIRE and BRIMSTONE...DE-
STROYED...ALL!!"
(O) LUKE 17:29. BRIMSTONE (SULFUR) WHEN IT BURNS
causes it to MELT and:
(P) CLEAVE and SINK RIGHT IN - the most HORRIBLE DEATH!
AGAIN:
(Q) "UPON THE WICKED HE SHALL RAIN QUICK BURNING
COALS, FIRE AND BRIMSTONE,
(R) AND A HORRIBLE TEMPEST!!" Ps. 11:6. GC 672. "THE DAY
HAS COME!!!"
(S) Perhaps we should see a BETTER PICTURE OF THIS!!!
AND ALSO THAT:
(T) GOD IN MERCY is NOT going to "PENALIZE YOU!" if you LEAVE A ROTTEN
(U) CHURCH/SYNAGOGUE IN THE "OMEGA OF THEIR APOSTASY!" BUT HE WILL HOLD:
(V) THE DOOR OPEN just so long for the "PHILADELPHIAN" CHURCH! GC 430.
(W) CALLED: "CHURCH—!!!" "THE JEWS WERE LEFT IN TOTAL DARKNESS!" GC 430.
(X) And isn't "LAODICEAN" left in "TOTAL DARKNESS! EVEN IMPENETRABLE!"
(Y) COL 414 (423) will "THE GANG OF 40!" PENETRATE the "IMPENETRABLE—???
(Z) OR IS THAT THE GRAND "COUNTERFEIT!" of GC 464—?? NOT THE "FEW!" BUT:
MULTITUDES WILL EXALT...It is evident that THESE (COUNTERFEIT) MOVEMENTS (PLURAL!) ARE NOT THE WORK OF THE "SPIRIT OF GOD!" GC 464-5. And that is why the LORD PROMISED A BREAK-UP AMONG THEM! (EW 69.) But also follow that "MODERN REVIVAL" CHAPTER TO THE END!!! TO SEE WHAT THE "COUNTERFEIT" WILL BE TEACHING!!! GC 471-3. GOD SENT A "JUDAS!" (MONEY-BAG HOLDER!) AMONG THEM! (Or did he PUSH HIS WAY IN—?? MONEY IS HIS GOD—!! MONEY AND POWER!)

THIS IS APRIL 24, 1994
WE NOW EXAMINE WHAT DID ELLEN WHITE - PREDICT - ??? (IN THE LIGHT OF THE SEALING—???) "HISTORICAL and TRADITIONAL ADVENTISM!" TEACHES "THEY! WILL BE "THE HEAD and NOT THE TAIL!" THEY WILL BE! But "NOT!" of "GOD'S PEOPLE!"

THIS MISTAKE ADVENTISTS MAKE:
IN "THE SHAKING!" CHAPTER - they see ONLY ONE "SHAKING!" ONLY ONE DIVISION. Then they are (as it says over and over again) HOPELESSLY "BLIND!" Let me SHOUT it from the ROSETOPS—!!! THE "SHAKING!" CHAPTER DOES NOT START OUT WITH "LAODICEAN ADVENTISTS—!!!" READ IT FOR YOURSELF: "I WAS SHOWN "THE PEOPLE OF GOD!” T1:179. RH 1:32. (LIFTED OUT OF EW 269.) (THE KEY IS LOST!)

WHY DO THEY LIKE IT TO BE LOST—??
BECAUSE: Like the "PHARISEES OF OLD!" that CHRIST did not THINK was so "WONDERFUL!" and the MISTAKE HE MADE was He let them KNOW IT—!!!
Now a people that's been INDOCTRINATED with "THE ASSURANCE OF SALVATION!" (and have another APE standing at his SHOULDER - and if he wasn't there - there would be 10,000 others ready to ASSURE THEM "I AM SAVED!")

YOU WILL HARDLY TAKE THAT "BAUBLE!" (WEBSTER: "FOOL'S SCEPTER!) YOU WILL HARDLY TAKE THAT OUT OF THEIR HANDS-!!! THEY WILL KILL YOU FIRST! That's why NOT ONE OF THEM can UNDERSTAND "THE SHAKEING!" CHAPTER - all their THINKING is GEARED to "VICTORY!" "TRIUMPH!" "I AM SAVED-HOLY-SINLESS!" (CALVINISM TELL "RALPH LARSON!" that SR. WHITE DID NOT RECOMMEND CALVINISM!) (THAT WAS THE 1888 "URIAH SMITH EDITION!" OF "THE GREAT CONTROVERSY!") (IF YOU KNOW IT - WHY DO YOU NOT SAY SO-??? DO NOT WANT TO "OPEN THAT CAN OF WORMS-??? ) We have been OPENING "CANS OF WORMS!" FOR 60 YEARS-!!! LET'S OPEN A FEW MORE-!!!

"I WAS SHOWN THE PEOPLE OF GOD-!!!"

WHAT ABOUT THEM-??? Let's get everything straight-!!! "SOME!" of THEM were "MIGHTILY SHAKEEN!" So there's ONE "SHAKEING!" Remember this! THERE IS MORE THAN ONE "SHAKEING!" This first "SOME!" will end up being SAVED! "SEALED!" While "SOME!" that were CARELESS - INDIFFERENT and "MADE NO EFFORT!" will be "LEFT BEHIND IN DARKNESS!" They will "GATHER TOGETHER!" but it is all for "NOTHING!" "THE FIERCE ANGER OF THE LORD (IS COMING!) UPON YOU!"

Tt1:180. (FOOTNOTES!) OH! You don't have to BELIEVE it - to SALVE YOUR CONSCIENCE you can take a DOUBLE OFFERING TO CHURCH NEXT SABBATH! So they can give you ANOTHER "TRANQUILIZING PILL!" That should do you for ANOTHER WEEK - until the EARTHQUAKE RISES UP AND "HITS YOU IN THE FACE!" (They say when the ground heaves and swells you find yourself on your FACE!)

WHEN THE "SEALEN!" HAS PASSED YOU BY:

TWO THINGS HAPPEN: (1) Those who have "DEPARTED FROM THE FAITH!" get the "POWER!" to ASTOUND the "BEAST!" and the "WORLD!" so you'll have OVERFLOW "REFORMATIONS... from BAD to WORSE!" (LEFT OUT OF EW 45 BUT FOUND IN PT 22 - YOU MAY HAVE A COPY - WE SENT OUT THOUSANDS OF REPRINTS AS THERE IS NOTHING MORE IMPORTANT THAN KNOWING THIS!)
KNOWING WHAT - ????

YOU WILL FILL YOUR NICE SPANKING NEW CHURCHES WITH ALL YOUR "HEALINGS!" and "MIRACLES!" and even "FIRE!" from "GOD OUT OF HEAVEN!" SM 2:54. MM 88. The GOVERNMENT ("CIVIL POWER!" GC 607) and the OTHER CHURCHES will LISTEN TO YOU!!! You will be "THE HEAD AND NOT THE TAIL!" And what else-???

SATAN WILL COME DOWN IN A "FLYING SAUCER!" GC 624-5

You will put all your HOSPITAL COMPLEXES TO WORK GIVING "SHOTS!" and "POTIONS!" and "NOTIONS!" but the WHOLE THING will BACKFIRE-!!! Many things in "THE SPIRIT OF PRO-PHECY!" is just ONE WORD - ONE SENTENCE that starts a whole TRAIN OF THOUGHT-!!!

THIS WONDERFUL "HEALING" WILL "BACKFIRE!"

"While appearing to the Children of men as "A GREAT PHYSICIAN!" who can "HEAL ALL THEIR MALADIES," he will bring DISEASE and DISASTER, until POPULOUS CITIES are reduced to "RUIN AND DESOLATION-!!!" GC 589. 1884 GC 407. CH 461. DID YOU GET THAT-???. ARE YOU SURE-???. If you would be ALIVE at that TIME - you could go THROUGH A CITY (with a GAS MASK ON-!!!) and you would find it - "EMPTY-!!!" THEN WHAT-???.

YES - THEN WHAT - ???. THEY WILL REMEMBER:

That you FLED the CITIES! and they will BLAME YOU! YOU PUT A "HEX!" ON THEM! and MAGEN 1,2 has the story. A few years ago you could plead that you didn't "UNDERSTAND!" it - but not now. YOU SAW THEM DO WHAT GC 607 and plenty of OTHER REFERENCES WARNED. - 1884 GC 424-6. You saw them get such "UNCONDITIONAL LOVE!" for "OFFSHOOTS!" and "OUTCASTS!" that they set aside what was said to be NEARLY ONE MILLION DOLLARS FOR PAPAL FORCES AS A "RENTAINER!" with SLICK "JACK-ASSES!" to explain it all! So will they go "THE LAST MILE?"

THE LAST MILE:

IT MAKES ME SICK to see their AVOWALS for PUBLIC CON-SUMPTION of how they "BELIEVE!" in "RELIGIOUS LIBERTY!" and still keep on with $500.00 per day FINES! if you use the "NAME!" (SDA!)
YOU KNOW WHAT - ???  DID WE HEAR RIGHT - ???

Did they ENGRAVATE themselves SO WELL with the LAW and COURTS and JUDGES - did we hear it RIGHT - that they "SICED THE LAW!" ON THE "DAVIDIAN" COMPLEX (REMEMBER THEY WERE CALLING THEMSELVES "DAVIDIAN SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTISTS!") - So was the "SHOOT-OUT!" and the "BURN-OUT!" of FEB. 28 and APRIL 19 of 1993 - "DEATH DEGREE?" (AHEAD OF TIME-???)

THAT IS "THE THOUGHT FOR TODAY!"

(The JEWS ALSO had to get the ROMANS (GOVERNMENT!) to do the CRUCIFYING! Let the "JEWS!" NOT FORGET that once STARTED - they CRUCIFIED "JEWS!" BY THE MILLION-!!! Will this history be repeated-???) GC 36.

HOW CROOKED CAN THEY GET - ???

"SPEWN OUT!" means "GOING THROUGH!"
"NOT!" to USE POISON DRUGS means TO USE THEM!
"GET OUT OF THE CITIES!" means "CIVIL DEFENSE" THEM!
SHOW "BABYLON!" ALL THEIR "ABOMINATIONS!" means:
TEACH "IN COMMON!" WITH THEM-!!!
"COME APART AND BE YE SEPARATE!" means:
GO FOR YEARS TO THEIR SEMINARIES -
TO GET A DEGREE - AND BRING A "BABYLONISH WIFE!" back TO TEACH THE "TEN VIRGIN CLASS!"
TELL THEM IT'S O.K. TO WEAR THE LATEST "MINIES!"
OR TRY ON THE LATEST SHORT "SHORTS!"
KEEP OUT OF THE ARMY means: "OPERATION WHITE-COAT!"
KEEP OUT OF THE ARMY means: "MILITARY CADETS!"
KEEP OUT OF THE ARMY means: "GUINEA-PIGS!"
"VOLUNTEER!" TO BE "ARMY GUINEA-PIGS!".means:
MAKE IT A "REQUIREMENT!" FOR "GRADUATION!"
KEEP OUT OF THE ARMY means: THE ONLY CHURCH IN THE WORLD:
TO TRAIN SOLDIERS AT "CHURCH EXPENSE!" and:
PAY FOR THEIR UNIFORMS-!!!
KEEP OUT OF THE ECUMENICAL UNION OF CHURCHES means:
"IT IS NO SIN TO JOIN THE "WORLD COUNCIL OF CHURCHES!"
TO NOT KEEP SUNDAY means: THROW THE ADVENTIST CHURCHES OPEN:
FOR BILLY BABYLON GRAHAM'S SUNDAY ON THE POPE'S "EASTER!"

"SHOW THEM ALL THEIR ABOMINATIONS!" means:
MOUNT ONE HELL OF A VENDETTA AGAINST THOSE WHO DO:
CALL THEM EVERY NAME THEY CAN FIND IN THE DICTIONARY!
"GO BY THE BIBLE ALONE!" means: QUOTE 666 BABYLONIANS!
"A GREAT REFORMATION AMONG "SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTISTS"
means:
"LED BY THE DEVIL!" SM 1:204 but DENIED BY BLIND LEADERS
OF THE BLIND who build on the "SAND!" of SM 1:205.
NOT ONE "ADVENTIST!" CARES BEANS WHAT "SAND!" MEANS!
THE SAME ADVENTIST TAKES "FULL ASSURANCE OF FAITH!"
and:
That becomes "FULL ASSURANCE OF SALVATION!" AND IT
WOULD:
BE ABOUT A HOPELESS TASK TO TRY TO TELL HIM ANY
DIFFERENT!
HE LIKES WHAT HE'S GOT: "SLEEPING PREACHERS - PREACH-
ING TO:
"A SLEEPING PEOPLE!" and will not WAKE UP until some TIME
IN THE SEVEN LAST PLAGUES!!! THEN HE WILL KNOW:
WHAT "TOO LATE!" MEANS and he will BEAT THAT PREACHER:
INTO THE GROUND! EW 282. GC 656. GOOD RIDDANCE!!!
THERE ARE NO BIGGER "HYPOCRITES!" IN THIS WORLD!!!

TRUTH PLACED IN PROPER RELATION:
"BLESSED ARE THE PEACEMAKERS!" "SIGNS OF THE TIMES!" -
2:86; 3:244. A GREAT DEAL OF MISUNDERSTANDING and
TROUBLE could have been PREVENTED between the PIONEERS
- URIAH SMITH - JONES and WAGGONER and ELLEN WHITE -
had EACH ONE gone in SECRET according to MATTHEW 18:15
to 30 - (TO-THE-LETTER!) before they went PUBLIC.

INFLEXIBLE TRUTHS:
□ GO "IN SECRET!" to the one YOU THINK IS WRONG.
□ FEW, IF ANY - will ever see it - but:
□ The ONE that TEACHES THE TRUTH - the ONUS IS NOT ON
  HIM TO ASK PARDON OF ANYONE - NOT EVER!
□ it will be just about IMPOSSIBLE to tell them AHEAD OF
  TIME -
□ But the Lord is going to "MAKE THEM!" WHO ARE WRONG -
□ Come and "BOW AT THE FEET!" of those that are RIGHT!!!
□ OH! THIS IS GREAT!!!
Then the *SMART-ALCET!* who are now letting the "APOSTATE PROTESTANTS!*" (EVANGELICALS!) GC 445 (278) OF THE "UNITED STATES!"

SDA IN THE FACE OF THIS NOW CALL THEMSELVES:

*I AM SAVED!* EVANGELICALS!

TO MAKE IT DOUBLE: "THE ASSURANCE OF SALVATION!"

AND RAIL AT "ROMANISM!"

IF WE TEACH THE TRUTH WE NEED NOT AND WE WILL NOT COME HAT IN HAND AND BEG THE PARDON OF ANY OF THEM—!!!

EVEN IF - LIKE "BARABBAS!" THEY GATHER "ARMS!" TO USE AGAINST US—!!!

EVEN TODAY - THEIR "PRAYERS!" are not HEARD until they come to those who TEACH-THE-TRUTH! and be RECONCILED-TO-THEM—!!!


THE "I AM SAVED!" PHARISEES

WILL GET ONE STAGGERING SURPRISE

COME "VOICE OF GOD!" (EARTHQUAKE "ARMAGEDDON!") HOUR! WHEN IT WILL BE FOUND - THE BIG DRIVE IN 1994 FOR THE "OFFSHOOTS!" - "OUTCASTS!" - to "COME HOME!". THE BIG DRIVE IS FOR THE "ASSURANCE OF SALVATION" SAVED AND RIGHTEOUS CHURCH ADMITS NO CORPORATE SIN - but the "ONUS!" on the "OUTCAST!" to ADMIT his SIN in order to "COME HOME!" to "MAMA!" ADMIT she has "THE ASSURANCE OF SALVATION!"

COMMIT ONE SIN TO PERFORM ANOTHER!

THREE SINS IN ONE MOVE—!!! (1) ADMIT YOU WERE WRONG! (2) ADMIT "THEY!" WERE RIGHT! (3) ADMIT THEY ARE THE LAST CHURCH!

HARD TO TELL WHICH SIN IS THE WORST!

IN THE EARLY DAYS OF THE MOVEMENT -

THEY WANTED JAMES AND ELLEN WHITE TO OBRYE MATT. 18:15 to 20.

JAMES WHITE REPLIED: "THEM THAT SIN - REBUKE BEFORE ALL - THAT OTHERS ALSO MAY FEAR!" T2:15. ARE YOU CATCHING ON - ????

- 30 -
1-2-3


(2) ASKING YOU - DEMANDING YOU - THE CHURCH-SYNAGOGUE THAT IS "DEAD IN TRESPASSES AND SINS!" "ASLEEP!" COL 406. ASKING YOU TO "JOIN!" THEM-!!!

(3) WHEN COL 406 TELLS YOU THE SUPERIOR "PROCESSION!" DOES NOT DO THE "JOINING!" - it is the DEAD-SLEEPING LAODICEAN "SYNAGOGUE" (TM 16) that "JOIN!" A "MOVEMENT!" that shall "COME!" (GC 464 (296) The "SYNAGOGUE!" DOUBLE CERTAIN that it is a "SYNAGOGUE!" as it has this people - LOCK-STOCK-AND-BARREL OVER TO TEL AVIV "ZIONISM!" "CLIFFORD GOLDSTEIN!" who says there is only ONE WAY to get along with JEWS - give them ANYTHING they WANT! That is why ELLEN WHITE called them a "SYNAGOGUE!" 100 YEARS AGO-!!! TM 16. Dec. 23, 1892.

THIS "SYNAGOGUE!" ARE NOW
SPENDING MULTIPLE MILLIONS "POPE-BASHING!" while at the same time PRETENDING they are NOT-!!! But the MULTI-MILLIONS that are collected for BILLBOARDS and otherwise making a "RAID!" on "ROMANISM!" come from the pockets of "SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTISTS!" WHERE ELSE-??? "REFORM!" DOES NOT HAVE THAT KIND OF MONEY-!!! IT IS "ADVENT-JEW!" MONEY! RAISED BY "MASON!" who take them all in. Who claim it is "CATHOLICS!" that ASSASSINATED "KENNEDY!"

LIKE WE TOLD YOU -


(they will assassinate their own

33* MASON - if they "HAVE!" to.)
"NICHOLS" THREATENED "HOEHN" WITH COPYRIGHT LAW!
"HOEHN" TOOK THREE MONTHS TO REPLY - to show where
NICHOLS WROTE in his "REFUSE and HEROD" that ANYONE
(CATHOLIC-HOMO-AFRO-BLACK-WHITE TRASH-ANYONE!) has
the RIGHT to POLITICAL OFFICE OR OPINIONS (ANYONE
EXCEPT "OFFSHOOTS!")

HE GAVE ME A CERTAIN TIME
TO HAND HIM A NOTARIZED OATH THAT I WILL NEVER QUOTE
HIS VALUABLE PUBLICATIONS AGAIN-!!!

I WONDER WHY NOT - ???

ISN'T WHAT THEY WRITE SO DEAD-ON THAT THEY WOULD
WANT IT REPEATED-??? (AS "PROOF!") HE MADE "BACHAND"
GET UP IN SLIGO AND PROMISE NOT TO EVER QUOTE THEIR
MAGAZINES AGAIN! At that time we knew of NO CHURCH -
not even "DARK AGES ROMANISM!" that had ever made any-
one ever take such a PLEDGE BEFORE! This was the "FIRST!"
in HISTORY - since then we have CATALOGUED (FRITZ ALSETH
SPENT HOURS AND HOURS LISTING THEIR "ABOMINATIONS!")
THAT HE WAS GOING TO PRINT.) (BUT HE NEVER DID!) He
was going to nail them on the Adventist Door like "LUTHER!"
did. I invented a SPECIAL 6-inch "SPIKE!" that was BENT from
"HAMMERING!" it in - actually on the END it was a "THUMB-
TACK." FRITZ HAD THE 300 SOME AT THE MEETINGS AT
SACRAMENTO CALIFORNIA TABULATE THEM but diverted to
other interests. But that gave some of the 300 an incentive to
WATCH THE HIERARCHY as the HOLY WRITINGS SAY TO DO.

THAT IS TO SAY:

IF YOU WANT TO BE "SEALED!" T3:267. RH 2:49. EZEKIEL 9
and 20 more! And better not make the MISTAKE of RIDING A
HOBBY-HORSE like "ROMANISM! ROMANISM! ROMANISM!"
When the text reads: "SIGH and that CRY for "ALL!" (JUST
FOR "SOME-???") for "ALL!" the "ABOMINATIONS!" that be
done - "IN-THE-CHURCH!" ...But the GENERAL SLAUGHTER of
"ALL!" those who do-not-thus-see...and do not feel...and BEGIN
at MY SANCTUARY!" T3:267. "Here we see that "THE
CHURCH!"...was the FIRST to feel the STROKE of the WRATH
(OF THE "UNCONDITIONAL LOVE OF GOD-???) THE STROKE of
the WRATH OF GOD...THE ANCIENT MEN...He is TOO MERCIFUL
to visit HIS PEOPLE IN JUDGMENT...THESE DUMB DOGS...ALL
PERISH TOGETHER." T5:211.
I believe when it says "ALL" it means "ALL!" for we must consider the "TIME!" (IN THE "SEALING TIME")

BRINSMED

next to the DEVIL can REMEMBER (and his DUPED FOLLOWERS!) where he said some claim SALVATION is like "ROWING A BOAT!" against the CURRENT: "ONE OAR IS FAITH, the other is our WORKS!" (WHICH WE MUST USE "EQUALLY!")..."But it is all a COUNTERFEIT and a DECEPTION!" WHAT WORK does GOD REQUIRE of us, but to "CEASE FROM OUR OWN WORKS!" BRINSMED'S "ETERNAL PURPOSE!" p.24-5.

VANCE FERRELL SAW THAT AND HAS THE DIABOLISM
to say that there was NO ERROR! in EARLY BRINSMEDIUM-ISM--???. (And some "DO-NOTHINGS!" and "KNOW-NOTHINGS!" such as "BILL PARKS!" and "BOB WHITE!" - BRINSMED ADDICTS!)

STILL IN 1994 - both in AUSTRALIA and AMERICA

seem to have the RDB ARGUMENTS down PAT! and can ROLL THEM OUT - as SLICK and as QUICK - ABRACADABRAING THE RDB LINE TO ENTRANCED and GULLIBLE AUDIENCES!

ROWING A BOAT - ??? SANCTUARY TRUTHS - ???

NO PROBLEM! IN A BLUE STEAK ONE WITH VANCE AND DESTINY!

ELLEN WHITE:

"Let us not be deceived by the oft-repeated assertion, "ALL YOU HAVE TO DO IS TO "BELIEVE!" FAITH and WORKS are two OARS which we must use EQUALLY if we press our way up the STREAM against the CURRENT of UNBELIEF. "FAITH, if it hath not WORKS, is DEAD, being ALONE!" RH 4:309. June 11, 1901.

BRINSMED:

"IT IS ALL A COUNTERFEIT and a DECEPTION!" RDB p.25. (We will leave them to PULL ON ONE OAR ONLY, as they go ROUND and ROUND in CIRCLES - and OVER-THE-FALLS!"

THE SAME WITH:

ENTRANCING the 1959 ADVENTISTS WITH "OUTER COURT!" - "FIRST APARTMENT!" - "SO FAR WE HAVE NOT ENTERED INTO THE SECOND APARTMENT-!!!" RDB p.200.
"THE GANG OF 40!"

There is a "MOVEMENT SHALL COME!" GC 464. 1884 GC 236. But this "MOVEMENT!" comes at a certain "TIME!" and "BEFORE!" the "TIME!" for this GENUINE "MOVEMENT SHALL COME!" SATAN will seek to "PREVENT IT," by introducing a "COUNTERFEIT!" Even counterfeit "MOVEMENTS!" "MORE EXTENSIVE MOVEMENTS... in the FUTURE!" (Is that why the Devil has made such a RAID against "FUTURISM—???" That the WEAK-MINDED have taken to such EXTREMES as "RALPH LARSON!" NEVER INTENDED—!!!)

NO SANE PERSON WILL DENY THAT AN "OMEGA!" WILL "COME!"

Our only concern should be to "RECOGNIZE!" it when it "COMES!" or BEFORE it "COMES!" This is the "MODERN REVIVALS!" chapter in BOTH BOOKS. GENUINE "ELLEN WHITE!" Book 4 (1884) and also in "THE URIAH SMITH TRANSLATION!" (1888 or 1991.)

NOT ONE OF "THE GANG OF 40!" WILL LIST THE: "COUNTERFEIT!" DOCTRINES AS CATALOGUED AT THE END OF THAT CHAPTER! Just a plain FACT—!!! They will steer all around it — if they do ADMIT ONE — there are others that are "TABOO!" AN UNWRITTEN "LAW!" that they are NOT-TO-BE-MENTIONED—!!! (OR "WHITE-WASH!" THEM—!!!)

SUCH AS WHAT—???

If they are HAMMERING AWAY about a "REFORMATION!" to "COME!" in which they become "STARRY-EYED!" about the "GREAT MULTITUDES!" they will "WIN!" in a "CHURCH-GROWTH!" PROGRAM — you will NOT be very POPULAR nor will they "WELCOME!" you with OPEN ARMS if you show them: "IT IS WRITTEN!"


A "NEW MOVEMENT!" built on the "SAND!" (WHAT IS "SAND?"
"FAITH ALONE!" "FAITH WITHOUT WORKS!" "ONLY BELIEVE!!!"
"NO FURTHER EFFORT!" Deny the "DAILY!" building of a "CHARACTER!" 1884 GC 300-1. GC 471-3. SOP 3:331. RH April 13, 1911. They Slobber about "LOVE!" But GOD does not RECOGNIZE their "LOVE!" for it is "SPIRITUALISM!" GC 554 to 558. From "FALSE PROPHETS!" and "RAVENING WOLVES!" EV. 597-8.)

THEIR "LOVE!" and "ASSURANCE OF SALVATION!"
is a "HOLY FLESH!"..."SPIRITUALISTIC DELUSION...OF THE ENEMY!" (EV. 595-9). (THAT LEADS TO:) "FREE-LOVISM!"..."DARKNESS!"..."SENSUALITY!"..."HUMAN POWER!" (FIND ALL THIS IN EV. 600-3. READ ON-!!!)

AT THE PRESENT MOMENT THEY ARE GOING "BANANAS!" over "APOSTASY THROUGH THE AGES!" "OUR (not so "FIRM FOUNDATION!" (SPECIAL ISSUE) JULY 1994. (This is "THE COLIN STANDISH" CONSORTIUM. "THE GANG OF 40!" led by a WISHY-WASHY WINDBAG.) ("RUSSELL" can be a "MAN!" if he wants to be.) One looks for FAME and a NAME - the other does not.

RON SPEAR DID A LOT OF HUNTING TO FIND:

T4:89. MARK THE PARAGRAPH IN YOUR BOOK THAT HE LOOKED LONG AND HARD TO FIND TO PLEASE COLIN STANDISH. ("OUR FIRM FOUNDATION" JULY 1994, p.18.)

THE CROWNING SLEDGE HAMMER DOGMA:

That in "THE OMEGA OF APOSTASY!" the BAD-EGGS go "OUT!" of the BASKET - the GOOD-EGGS and the "GOLD!" REMAIN-!!! This is the "ASSURANCE OF OUR SALVATION!" "I AM SAVED!"

In choosing this delectable TIDBIT he forgot to go to the next page (90): "SELF-DECEPTION is upon THEM!" ...and he (and the "GANG OF 40!" would CERTAINLY NOT go to T4:167:

"THE DESOLATION of JERUSALEM stands as a SOLEMN WARNING before the EYES of "MODERN ISRAEL!", that the CORRECTIONS given through HIS CHOSEN INSTRUMENTALITIES cannot be, DISREGARDED with IMPUNITY! (and "IMMUNITY"...""

"When the PRIESTS and the PEOPLE heard the MESSAGE that JEREMIAH delivered to them in the NAME of the LORD (not "YAHWEH!") they were VERY ANGRY and declared that HE SHOULD DIE!" They were BOISTEROUS in their DENUNCIATIONS of him...ALL THE PEOPLE turned in WRATH upon him who WOULD NOT SPEAK to them "SMOOTH THINGS!" and prophecy "DECEIT!" T4:167. SERIES A:535. (1885.) "SIGNS OF THE TIMES" Book 1:131. Feb. 12, 1880. PK 417.

NOR WOULD "THE GANG OF 40!" show any RESPECT WHATEVER to any who denied their "HISTORIC ADVENTISM!" Their "UNCONDITIONAL HATRED!" for showing them "ALL!" the ABOMINATIONS! that be done "IN THE CHURCH!" ("MARK THIS POINT WITH CARE!")...But the GENERAL SLAUGHTER of ALL those who do not THUS SEE!...and "BEGIN!" at MY SANCTUARY!" T3:267. EZEKIEL 9:... RH 2:49. T5:505. GC 609,656.

{Insert Page Two}
"HERE WE SEE THAT "THE CHURCH!"...was the FIRST to FEEL (UNLIMITED-U UNEASING-UNCONDITIONAL "LOVE-OF- GOD-???)...was the FIRST to FEEL THE "STROKE!" OF THE "WRATH!" OF GOD...("THE GANG OF 40!")..."THESE DUMB DOGS that would not BARK...ALL PERISH TOGETHER!" (STAYED TOGETHER! SLAYED TOGETHER!) T5:211.

THAT IS WHY THE LORD HAS KEPT HIS WORD: "...to DIVIDE and SCATTER them now - in "THE GATHERING ("SEALING!" TIME") EW 69. (CALLED "A COUNTERFEIT!" GC 464.) "MORE EXTENSIVE MOVEMENTS... in the "FUTURE!" 1884 GC 296.

THIS "COUNTERFEIT!" THIS "OMEGA OF APOSTASY!" will show up - just BEFORE "THE LOUD CRY!" (SEALING OF ADVENTISTS - TOP OF EW 271.) ("LOUD CRY!" BOTTOM OF THAT SAME PAGE - EW 271.)

THE "STANDISH CONSORTIUM!" - "THE GANG OF 40!" ARE ALL "HAY-WIRE!" as they DREAM of "CHURCH GROWTH!" "CHURCH TRIUMPHANT!" When the TRUTH is: When "THE SPIRIT OF GOD IS POURED OUT!" UNBELIEVABLE AS IT MAY SEEM: "THE NUMBERS OF THIS (TRUE) COMPANY HAD "LESSENED!" EW 271. ("CHURCH GROWTH?" "INNUMERABLE MULTITUDES-???)

"THE NUMBERS OF THIS COMPANY HAD "LESSENED!" EW 271. T1:182. THIS IS VIOLENTLY OPPOSED BY ALL "GANGS OF 40!" All they have is a "(REFORMATION!) FROM BAD TO WORSE!" "PRESENT TRUTH" p.22. (LEFT OUT OF EW 45.) They MUST BE "THE CHURCH TRIUMPHANT!"

WHAT IF THEY ARE ONLY "THE SYNAGOGUE OF SATAN!" (Found on TM 16 and not 15 - !!!) The "REFORMATION!" built on "THE SAND!" SM 1:204-5. "MEET IT!" "NO LONGER CONSENT TO "LISTEN WITHOUT PROTEST!" TO THE PERVATION OF TRUTH! UNMASK THE PRETENTIOUS SOPHISTRIES!" SM 1:196. B2:15. CH 289. WILL YOU DO THAT - ???

"SHOW THEM "ALL!" THEIR "ABOMINATIONS!" OR BE "LEFT!" WITHOUT THE "SEAL OF GOD!" T3:267.

IF "SPEW OUT!" MEANS "GOING THROUGH!"

Why would the Lord say they have to "JOIN!" something-???


"EVERY MEMBER OF HIS "CHURCH MILITANT!" MUST..."JOIN!" THE ARMY OF THE LORD!...PROCLAIM THE LAST MESSAGE OF MERCY!" T7:27.

{Insert Page Three}
"EVERY MEMBER OF HIS "CHURCH MILITANT!" MUST...
JOIN THE "CHURCH TRIUMPHANT!" OUR HIGH CALLING"
p.366. "THE "CHURCH MILITANT!" IS NOT THE "CHURCH TRIUMPHANT!"
GOING TO B.C..." p.84,45.
A GREAT MOVEMENT...OUR PEOPLE WERE MOVING INTO
LINE! (THEY DID NOT FORM THIS LINE!)" TM 515. LS 425.
COME INTO LINE!" T8:41.

WHAT IS THAT LINE - ???

COULD THAT BE A "NEW CHURCH - ???" Suppose the "OLD
CHURCH" is so "ROTTEN!" there is NOTHING to SALVAGE
THERE! And the Lord calls for a "BRAND NEW "MOVEMENT!"
found in 1884 GC 296. GC 464. (HOW MANY TIMES DO WE
HAVE TO BE REMINDED THAT A NEW "MOVEMENT!" will
COME!"

SHOULD WE NOT BE INTERESTED
to find out all we CAN - if the "OLD MOVEMENT!" is OBSOLETE
- FINISHED - A "HAS-BEEN!" "DERELICT!" Should we "JOIN!"
the "GANG OF 40!" and BEAT-A-DEAD-HORSE-??
"I have
NOT SAT with VAIN PERSONS, neither will I go in with DIS-
SEMBLERS!"..."he that walketh with "WISE!" men shall be
"WISE!" but a COMPANION OF "FOOLS!" SHALL BE "DEST-
ROYED!" FCE 294.

AND IT HAS TO BE AN AWFUL "FOOL!"
That cannot get it through his THICK SKULL that "THOSE WHO
THINK that the "CHURCH MILITANT!" is the "CHURCH TRIUM-
PHANT!" make a GREAT MISTAKE!" "THE UPWARD LOOK"
p.152.

JUST BECAUSE THE REST OF THE CHURCH BEAT THEIR "TOM-TOMS!"
That "THE CHURCH!" is "GOING THROUGH!" CAN WE NOT
FATHOM that there are "SEVEN CHURCHES!" and several
"SHIPS!" - which one "GOES THROUGH-??"

"I lately read of a NOBLE SHIP that was plowing its way
across the SEA, when at "MIDNIGHT!" with a TERRIFIC CRASH,
it struck upon a ROCK, the PASSENGERS WERE "AWAKENED!"
only to see WITH HORROR THEIR HOPELESS CONDITION, and
WITH-THE-SHIP they sank - to rise NO MORE. THE MAN (Not
CHRIST! THE MAN (FOLKENBERG) AT THE HELM - had mis-
taken the BEACON LIGHT!" SM 2:128. "TO RISE NO MORE!"

"ARISE, SHINE! FOR THY LIGHT IS COME...To those who
go "OUT!" to meet the BRIDEGROOM is this "MESSAGE!"
GIVEN!...While ALL THE WORLD is PLUNGED in DARKNESS,
there will be "LIGHT!" in EVERY DWELLING of the SAINTS!"
COL 420 (430). SM 1:93,413-4.
DID YOU FALL FOR RDB - FTW - HEPP - JARNES - PESTES - ???
THE LORD IN MERCY WARNED US OF THESE "WINDS OF
DOCTRINE!" that will be "REPEATED-!!!" only "WORSE!"

THAT SAME TESTIMONY

EZEKIEL 9 AND MANY OTHERS TELLS US THE FAITHFUL - (THE
"GOLD!" (T5:81) had ALL FLED.) All that was LEFT was
"TRASH!" Also called "RUBBISH!" - "DROSS!" - "TO-BE-
BURNED!"

SO THE "OFFSHOOTS!" THE ONES THEY HATE WITH -
"UNCONDITIONAL HATRED!" are the only REAL "FRIENDS!"
THEY AND THE "JEWS!" HAVE - !!! They are the only ones who
will do as the ORIGINAL 1884 GC 38 TELLS THEM TO DO-!!!
"GET OUT OF THERE-!!!" And tell OTHERS to get "OUT OF
THERE ALSO!" (If "THEY!" want to be "SEALED!" There is
NOTHING to SALVAGE THERE-!!! GET OUT OF ADVENTISM AND
JUDAISM! FOR YOUR LIFE-!!!

NOT LIKE AN IDIOT IN "ADVENT REVIEW!"

JONHSSON'S IDEA OF A "DEVOTIONAL!" "SHARON CRESS!"
WHO SERVES "PASTOR'S WIVES!" to tell PASTOR'S WIVES to
tell their HUSBANDS to IGNORE all the "ABOMINATIONS!"
Don't see ANY-OF-THEM because she has made it her BURDEN
for the "BLIND!" to "LEAD THE BLIND!" - "TO HOLD THEM
WHERE THEY WERE, UNTIL THE "SEALING!" WAS PAST!"...and
they LEFT WITHOUT A SHELTER from the BURNING WRATH OF
GOD IN THE SEVEN LAST PLAGUES!" EW 44.

OH! AT THAT TIME THEY WILL FIND OUT!

WHO THEIR ONLY "FRIENDS!" WERE! That tried to TELL THEM!
(SOME WILL "...be CALLED "OUT!" from these CHURCHES and
will GLADLY RECEIVE THE "TRUTH") EW 261. (THE HONEST!)

IN THIS TIME:

"DECEPTION of ALMOST EVERY KIND ARE IN THE CHURCH!"
("THE SEAL OF GOD" CHAPTER.) T5:210. (And the NEXT
PAGE says they "ALL PERISH TOGETHER!" But that "SHARON
CRESS", "SHEPHERDESS INTERNATIONAL, GENERAL CONFER-
ENCE" takes it upon herself to ENCOURAGE their HUSBAND-
PREACHERS to CONFESS NOTHING!

- 34 -
Just do as any DO-DO can do – GO ALONG–!!! Do not face the "SHAME!" of calling for "REPENTANCE!" "FLATTER!" the Church members! Let the "OFFSHOOTS!" repent and ask "FORGIVENESS!" of SHARFENBERG-JOHNSON-GOLDESTIEN and the JEWS OF TEL AVIV–!!!

MAY 25, 1994

SO THAT’S WHAT THIS WORLD IS ALL ABOUT–!!! DEATH SENTENCE IS COMPUTED IN MERCY to give us a CHANCE to REDEM OURSELVES! Which, or course – CANNOT BE DONE! Unless we take the "STEPS TO CHRIST!" So "RELIGION!" is LARGELY (If not TOTALLY!) "EDUCATION!" "LEARN OF ME!"

"HE OPENED HIS MOUTH AND TAUGHT THEM!"

MATT. 5:2. "For I say unto you, that EXCEPT your RIGHT-EOUSNESS SHALL EXCEED THE "RIGHTOUSNESS" OF THE SCRIBES AND PHARISEES (CHURCH LEADERS) (UNLESS YOUR "RIGHTOUSNESS!" SHALL EXCEED THEIRS! T3:193,197,473,475,480) ye shall IN NO CASE enter into the Kingdom of Heaven!" MATT. 5:20.

SO IS IT BY STUPID "FAITH ALONE?"

Or did you find the TEXT where we are to "ADD!" to our "FAITH!" so it will no longer be "COLD!" and "ALONE!" So as far as the FRED (WRONG!) WRIGHTS ARE CONCERNED – head him in the RIGHT DIRECTION and put some TURPENTINE in the RIGHT PLACE!

"NO CHRISTIAN WOULD TALK LIKE THAT!"

That's what I say–!!! NO CHRISTIAN WOULD TALK LIKE BABYLON–!!! Heading for the KINGDOM and "CURSING WORKS!" WHAT A DUMMY–!!! The BOOK that almost NONE USE although it is one of the BEST THAT ELLEN WHITE WROTE - but the "DO NOTHINGS!" and the "KNOW NOTHINGS!" do not like "THE LIFE OF PAUL!" because PAUL called the INHABITANTS OF THE "HOLY CITY!" what they were "THE SENSELESS MOB OF JERUSALEM!" The "SENSELESS!" leaders of this CHURCH did not like that very much - so they "OUT-LAWED!" this book. But if they are "DO NOTHINGS!" they are "KNOW NOTHINGS!" Did you SEE THAT IN ANYONE'S WRITINGS–???
"DO NOTHINGS!" - "KNOW NOTHINGS!"


IF THE MAJORITY WANT TO "DO NOTHING!"

AND STILL BE SAVED! And if you go along with "THEM!" Why do you at the END have to pull your HAIR and carry on and LAMENT - when you were WARNED that SATAN FOR A WHILE had nearly HALF-OF-HEAVEN-ON-HIS-SIDE-!!! And down here on EARTH it will be a "DEVIL'S TRAIN!" It seemed the WHOLE WORLD was on board - there could not be ONE LEFT-!!! EW 88,263. So what makes you FEEL-TO-SECURE just because you are in the SHADOW OF A CROWD-?? WHAT A DUMMY!

AND THE TRUTH IS: The Saints of God "BYPASS!" the CHURCH and "CHRIST!" DOES THE SAME as "HISTORY IS REPEATED!" He "GATHERETH THE OUTCASTS!" ISA. 56:8. They are "THE PROCESSION!" of COL 406 where two "CHURCHES!" EYE EACH OTHER! as the STANDISH-WIELANDS DREAM-!!! MATT. 25 and COL 406 are as PLAIN as WORDS CAN MAKE IT - "THE CRY!" at "MIDNIGHT!" "MATT. 25:6" and "COL 406" - ANY IN THE "CHURCH!" worth SAVING AT ALL - must OBEY that "CRY!" It is right there: "GO YE OUT TO MEET HIM!" and the "DOOR WAS SHUT!" COL 406. Any "WISE!" left in that "CHURCH!" at all are SAVED but by the SKIN-OF-THEIR-TEETH-!!! "THE PROCESSION!" lead them to give "THE LOUD CRY!" EITHER "JOIN!" A SUPERIOR PEOPLE or the LORD will "MAKE THEM-!!!" come and BOW-AT-THE-SAINTS'-FEET!" EW 30. These are "ADVENTISTS!" WTF 12,15. (URIAH SMITH HATED THIS SO MUCH HE WOULD NOT PRINT IT FOR 25 YEARS-!!! And then he CHANGED IT!)


BOW AT THE FEET OF THE SAINTS...
MASONs - BILDERBERGERS - ATHEISTS - NEW AGE - EACH ALONE OR ALL TOGETHER - will NEVER achieve their GOALS-HOPES-DREAMS-PLOTS-SCHMIMG. BECAUSE there are too many POWERFUL AGENCIES - OPPOSED TO THEM. THE JEWS HAVE AS THEIR FRONTS - such as Kissinger. The ADVENTISTS looking at this developing SCENE - are now going ALL OUT to back their CANDIDATE - the JEW GOLDSTEIN - if you do not know this - your case must be HOPELESS.
This was NOT done in a corner - it was OPENLY DECLARED BY FOLKENBERG - to SATURATE the CHURCH with "GOLDSTEIN!" (In charge of the JEWISH WORK.) Did you ever read what he said - how to meet JEWS-??? By no attempt to CONVERT them AT-ALL-!!! But to AGREE with them! (Then WHO was WON-???) But this is the ADVENTIST HIERARCHY WAY of winning FRIENDS and INFLUENCING PEOPLE - like the MASONS - take them ALL IN-!!!

**THERE IS ONLY ONE THING THAT IS GOING TO PUT A STOP TO THAT**

**GOD, AND PROPHECY-!!!**

WHAT DID GOD PREDICT-??? DO YOU KNOW-??? YOUR LEADERS DO NOT. They are not called "BLIND!" for nothing. So there is NOTHING MORE IMPORTANT THAN TO KNOW "WHAT WAS PREDICTED-???" THE FIRST THING YOU FIND - FROOM - PROFESSOR EMERITUS FOR PROPHETIC UNDERSTANDING FOR ANDREWS UNIVERSITY (SEMINARY.) This is called "TRA-DUCTION OF THE ELDERS!" TRADITION is USUALLY if not AL-WAYS - hammered out by ONE PERSON - the HIGH-PRIEST - the POPE - in ADVENTISM it was the HEAD of the R&H - URIAH SMITH and his COURTIE. (Which included JAMES and WILLIE WHITE.) THE WHOLE MESS was OPPOSED to ELLEN WHITE and she PREDICTED that especially at the END one thing was CERTAIN - while the STANDISHES - the OSBORNES - the WIELANDS - the FERRELLS - and their HANGERS-ON are PREDICTING A GLORIOUS "CHURCH TRIUMPHANT!" We have heard that noise before. And they may QUOTE the FOLLOWING - but they DO NOT BELIEVE IT:

"THERE WILL BE A HATRED KINDLED..."

BECAUSE THEY PRETEND THEY DO NOT HATE IT -

**BUT IN THE FINAL CRUNCH - THEY DO - !!!**

They, all of them - fall back on TRADITION OF THE ELDERS which is: (1) HYPOCRISY. (2) URIAH SMITH. (3) IN A NUT-SHELL "SPEWNI OUT!" means "GOING THROUGH!" A REPEAT OF THE RELIGION OF ANCIENT ISRAEL and KD&A - and she said this over 40 TIMES in "1888 MATERIALS."

**KD&A**

DEFIED GOD AND HIS PROPHET - MOSES. Again we are going
to have "AN EARLY MORNING TEST!" TO SEE WHO IS RIGHT AND WHO IS WRONG—!!! (1) "SOME ONE IS TO APPEAR IN THE SPIRIT AND POWER OF "ELIJAH!" (2) LEFT OUT OF PP but found in the "ORIGINAL!" "SPIRIT OF PROPHECY" SERIES #1 p.2 THAT WHEN "HE" APPEARS... (3) You might say "THIS!" is not so COMMONLY KNOWN - but something else "IS!" commonly known - that they REJECT TOTALLY OUT OF HAND—!!! THAT A "MOVEMENT SHALL COME—!!!" Well, alright - WILL IT - or WILL IT NOT—???

WHAT DO YOU THINK—???

Do we go by: "CONSENSUS OF OPINION — ???" Or do we go by; 1884 ORIGINAL GC 296 or your GC 464. BOTH SAY THE SAME THING: that a: "MOVEMENT SHALL COME!" You really should COMPARE BOTH BOOKS! This is a STEAM-Roller that FLATTENS OUT "THE CHURCH!" and ALL SEGMENTS of: "REFORM!" that THINKS "ADVENTISM!" gives "THE LOUD CRY!"

THEY ARE: "OFF-THE-BEAM!" They do not know if they are "COMING!" or "GOING!" They do not know what is being: "PIPED!" or "HARPED!" if they think that: "ROTEN!" (T8:250. TM 446. T5:572.) that "ROTEN!" CHURCH/SHIP is "GOING THROUGH!"

IF THEY WOULD ONLY BE "HONEST!" ENOUGH:

To accept the: "FACT!" that a "MOVEMENT SHALL COME!" GC 464. "(BUT) BEFORE THE: "TIME!" for such a: "MOVE MENT!" 1884 GC 296. "(SATAN) will endeavor to PREVENT it, by INTRODUCING A: "COUNTERFEIT! ...GREAT RELIGI OUS INTEREST! MULTITUDES WILL EXALT that GOD is working MARVELOUSLY for THEM, when the WORK is that of ANOTHER SPIRIT! under a RELIGIOUS GUISE...MORE EXTENSIVE MOVEMENTS OF THE FUTURE—!!!" GC 464. 

YOU NO DOUBT HAVE HEARD THE "POSITIVE!" ASSURANCE!

That: "MRS. WHITE SAID A: "REFORMATION!" will "COME!" Yes, she said that is 2 Places: "A REFORMATION FROM: "BAD!" TO "WORSE!" "THE PRESENT TRUTH!" p.22.

(HOW DO YOU LIKE THIS—???)

"THE ENEMY OF SOULS has sought to bring in the SUPPOSITION that: "A GREAT REFORMATION!"...
was to take place among: "SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTISTS!" SM 1:204. B2:54. "WHO HAS AUTHORITY TO BEGIN SUCH A MOVEMENT-!!!" SM 1:205.

TWO REFERENCES GIVE US DETAILS OF SUCH A COUNTERFEIT "MOVEMENT!"

"Our RELIGION would be: "CHANGED!"..."A NEW ORGANIZA-
TION!"...BOOKS OF A NEW ORDER!...NOTHING would be allowed
to stand in the way of "THE NEW MOVEMENT!" The "LEADERS!"
would teach that "VIRTUE!" is better than "VICE!" but GOD
being REMOVED, they would place their dependence on
"HUMAN POWER!" which, without GOD, is: "WORTHLESS!"
Their FOUNDATION would be built on the: "SAND!" and STORM
and TEMPEST would sweep away the "STRUCTURE!"...THESE
SOPHISTRIES...MUST-BE-MET-!!! SM 1:204-5. (PREDICTION!
1904.)

THE OTHER REFERENCE IS THE ONE THAT TOLD US

"A COUNTERFEIT!" is to "COME!" before the "GENUINE!" Not
only does it INFORM US of this PLEASING, LIKABLE "I AM
SAVED!" COUNTERFEIT! but also tells us "WHAT IT IS - !!!" GC
470-3.

DO YOU KNOW WHAT - ???

NOT A SINGLE WRITER IN ADVENTISM - WILL REPEAT IT - !!!
IS IT ASKING YOU TOO MUCH TO CHECK IT OUT YOURSELF?
TO SEE WHY THEY WILL NOT REPEAT IT - ??? "THE ASSUR-
ANCE OF SALVATION!" "ONLY BELIEVE!" "I AM SAVED!" "BY
FAITH ALONE!" "NO FURTHER EFFORT!" "I AM SINLESS!"

IT IS ALL THERE-!!! THE RELIGION OF THE PHARISEE-!!!

ANN DeMICHAEL-HOEHN USED TO BE A SCHOOL
TEACHER AND THE "URIAH SMITH" GRAMMATICAL
DISTORTION OF YOUR GC 607 GIVES THE IN-
FECTION THAT "ROMANISM! ROMANISM! ROMAN-
ISM! is the BIG BAD WOLF-!!! WE HAVE THIS IN-
JUNCTION BY PUTTING "PAPISTS!" ("ROMANISM!")
FIRST! Now let us go back to the ORIGINAL and
see what THAT SAYS-!!!

BY REFUSING TO USE THE ORIGINAL 1884 BOOK - they are
making a "RAID!" (ESPECIALLY "MOULDI") WHEELING trying to
raise 11 MILLION $'s and MOULD PUTTING UP MULTI-MILLION
DOLLAR "ROAD SIGNS!" (IN ONE STATE ALONE - 90 ROAD
SIGNS!)
VANCE FERRELL SAYS AT A COST OF $12,000.00 plus ONE "GREAT CONTROVERSY!" BOOK. (THE VERY BOOK THAT GIVES THAT INFLECTION(!))

SINCE THESE NOTES WERE MADE - "DAVID MOULD" (JAMAICAN) HAS LOST ALL CREDIBILITY. THINGS ARE MOVING SO FAST NOW WE CAN HARDLY KEEP UP TO IT - we now switch over to NOTES we had made - some in 1992 - distracted by the "DAVIDIAN FIRE-BALL!" But we want to come back to "BASICS!"

"BASICS!" AND "PREDICTIONS!"

OCTOBER 1992 ANALYSIS OF VELTMAN-FERRELL "DESIRE OF AGES" STUDY

IT SEEMS THE ENVELOPE THIS CAME IN - is dated NOVEMBER 22, 1991. It became buried and when looking for something else - I just UNCOVERED IT. Sometimes this is PROVIDENTIAL - that something may happen in the MEANTIME - that gives us more LIGHT on the subject. (Like if VELTMAN is struck DEAD - we may consider this as GOD'S JUDGMENT of the "VELTMAN PROJECT.") Then again - some one ELSE may shed some LIGHT not known before - of what is behind this SCHEMING. For as far as we are concerned this is nothing but SCHEMING from FIRST to LAST.

VANCE FERRELL IS TOSSSED BETWEEN HIS OATH of "ALLEGIANCE" to the "WHITE (WASH) ESTATE" and his own CONSCIENCE. To his undying HATRED of anything "GERMAN" ATHEIST BIBLE SCHOLARS - "HIGHER CRITICISM!" p.2 - PART ONE of WM 351 to 354 - (prepared SEPT. 1991). We do not let THAT REMARK go by without mentioning that in MOST CASES these are "GERMAN JEWS!" that put their FOOT in their MOUTH. We would THANK you to KNOW THE DIFFERENCE!!! JEWS FIND THEMSELVES IN THE FOREFRONT OF ALMOST EVERY RELIGIOUS (AND POLITICAL!) MOVEMENT - "BAVARIAN ORDER OF ILLUMINATI" - a "SECRET SOCIETY" of NIHILISTIC KILLERS-ASSASSINS founded by "ADAM WEISHAUPT" and it was the GERMAN GOVERNMENT that was the FIRST TO "OUT-LAW" THEM - they FLED to FRANCE and instigated the "FRENCH REVOLUTION" they became known as "FREE-MASONRY".
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(Under the various "ORDERS!" Did you ever see what "THE SPIRIT OF PROPHECY" HAS TO SAY ABOUT: (1) "SECRET ORDERS!" (2) "FREEMASONRY!" EV. 622. SM 2:121-40.) HEADED the AMERICAN "CIVIL WAR!" And FINANCE BOTH SIDES of WARS to make BILLIONS in PROFITS no matter WHO WINS! ("THEY" WIN) and RUN ZIONISM-ROMANISM-ADVENTURISM! "COMMUNISM" IS NOT DEAD! THEY HAVE ONLY GONE UNDERGROUND (as they always have!) NOW UNDER WCC-NCC-"ONE WORLD ORDER!" IS "WALTER REA" - "NEAL WILSON" - "FRED VELTMAN" - DIRECT AGENTS for "ILLUMINATI-FREEMASONRY" - ?? And is VANCE FERRELL falling RIGHT-INTO-THEIR-TRAP! by going along with their "PROJECT!" to OUST - ELLEN WHITE - !!! (BYE THE BYE - WHY DID NEAL WILSON PAY THOUSANDS OF ADVENTIST $'s to HIRE A "MASONIC HALL" for his MEETINGS IN AUSTRALIA - ???) And how many LEADING ADVENTISTS are MASONs - ??? SM 2:120-140, 383, 385. FCE 348. TM 397. TM 409. "ANCIENT MYSTERIES!" "GNOSTICISM!" "JEWISH RABBI CABALISM-JUNTO!" "MAN IS DIVINE!" "NEW AGE!"

THE "SPIRIT OF PROPHECY!" IS THE ONLY THING - standing in the way of a COMPLETE WORLD TAKE-OVER! (NO WONDER THEY HAVE TO OUST THE "SOP!") in her day called "AGE-TO-COME!" THE ORIGINARY. OLD INDEX: T1:333-4, 411-8. T2:690-5. (WE ADD: SG 2:276. LEF-MD 152. T1:117.)

"BEHIND THE LODGE DOOR" by Paul A. Fisher

"SONS OF LIBERTY" Box 214, METAIRIE, LA 70004. Published by SHIELD PUBLISHING, INC. POB 68, BOWIE, MD 20715-0068. (COPYRIGHT 1988-9.) 362 pages. (SORRY! NO PRICE GIVEN.)

WHAT APPEARS TO BE AFTER 1834, 1840-1855.

"KNOW-NOTHING!" MOVEMENT...KU KLUX KLAN - ORANGEISM - ANTI-ROMAN CATHOLIC - (ACTUALLY they PRETEND they are on BOTH SIDES but they are actually on NO SIDE - BUT THEIR OWN-!!!

THEY AGITATE "REVOLUTIONS!" and "WARS!"

"FAITH ALONE!" (GC 471-3) "THE CURSE OF WORKS" "ONLY BELIEVE! AND THE BLESSING IS YOURS!" "NO FURTHER EFFORT!" But they are RELATED! ANYTHING as long as it is AGAINST THE BIBLE - THE TESTIMONIES and COMMON SENSE. (I notice that VANCE FERRELL has VERY LITTLE to SAY AGAINST THAT IDIOT - THE HEAD OF "ADVENTIST REVIEW!" the DUMBEST "RELIGIOUS" MAGAZINE IN THE WORLD TODAY!) REALLY "KNOW-NOTHING!
"ALL PERISH TOGETHER!" T5:211.

DID YOU SEE THE "CONTEXT - ???"

THE PAGE BEFORE (IN THE TIME OF "THE SEAL OF GOD!"): "DECEPTION of almost EVERY KIND are IN-THE-CHURCH!" T5:210. Then when you read p.211 there is MORE MEANING to "HERE WE SEE THAT "THE CHURCH!" "was the FIRST TO FEEL the STROKE of the WRATH of GOD!" "THESE DUMB DOGS!" "HE IS TOO MERCIFUL TO VISIT HIS PEOPLE IN JUDGMENT!" "THUS "PEACE AND SAFETY!" IS THE CRY!" (Did you hear that this SABBATH or ANY OTHER SABBATH - ????)

SOME PEOPLE SURE LIKE TO BE BAMBOOZLED -!!!

ELDER ANDREASON BROUGHT OUT A WONDERFUL PRINCIPLE. He said that there ALWAYS was a FIGHT between the "PRIESTS!" and the "PROPHETS!" of the CHURCH. THE "PROPHETS" would deliver the Word of the Lord to the people. OUR CONTEMPORARY PROPHET told us that WORSHIP anywhere else but in the "MOST HOLY PLACE!" was not only "USELESS!" (EW 261. SG 1:171-2 and 20 more!) But "SATAN!" would ANSWER any "PRAYERS!" made OUTSIDE of the MOST HOLY PLACE since 1844.

THE CHURCH MEMBER IS A "NOTHING!"

THE LEADERSHIP has TRAINED the people that those who LEAVE-THE-CHURCH! are a "NOTHING!" But we put the shoe on the OTHER FOOT! ANY DUMMY can "TAG-A-LONG!
Takes NO BRAINS AT ALL! It takes SOMETHING to "SEPARATE!" from the prevailing INIQUITY - which has been the DUTY of every "MAN-OF-GOD!" from the beginning of time. Against the "DO-NOTHINGS!" and the "KNOW-NOTHINGS!" (T1:268. T2:535. T6:425. OHC 302. CH 199. SM 1:318. SM 2:181. TM 237. RH 1:192,202,210,238,353.) "THE "DO-NOTHINGS!"...are the FIRST to be taken in SATAN'S "SNARE!" - the FIRST to lend
their "INFLUENCE!" to a WRONG COURSE!" OHC 302. RH May 1, 1883. "The "DO-NOTHING!" system is a DANGEROUS ONE!" CH 199.

THE "DO-NOTHING!" "TAG-A-LONG!" MEMBER

is a "NOTHING!" The "PROPHETS" of God would stand at the "GATE!" of the TEMPLE and as the PROUD, HAUGHTY, "DRESSED-FIT-TO-KILL!" people swept by to go LISTEN to the "PRIESTS" who OUSTED the PROPHETS who WOULD NOT "PROPHESY...unto us "SMOOTH THINGS!"..."PROPHESY DE-

CEITS!" ISA. 30:10. "A WONDERFUL and HORRIBLE thing is committed in the land; THE PROPHETS PROPHESY FALSELY, and the PRIESTS bear RULE by their MEANS; and "MY PEOPLE!" LOVE to have it so - and what will ye do in the END thereof?" JER. 5:30-1.

THE BEST THE TRUE PROPHET COULD DO -

as the PROUD and HAUGHTY PEOPLE swept by in their FINERY and REGALIA to be ADMIREd one of the other, and the PRIEST-

RABBIS ready to FLATTER their PERSONS - had OUTLAWED the OUTspoken "PROPHETS" OF GOD - the BEST they could do with such FINE "CHURCH MEMBERS!" was to give them a few words to THINK ABOUT as they LIFTED THEIR SKIRTS as they went by -

THE PROPHET IN HIS HUMBLE ATTIRE WOULD SAY:

"TRUST YE NOT IN LYING WORDS, SAYING, "THE TEMPLE OF


LORD - are "THESE!" JER. 7:4. "THE 144,000 ARE THESE!"
The TWELVE TRIBES OF ISRAEL - all TWELVE TRIBES are rolled into ONE - !!! These "SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTISTS!" make up the 144,000 ALL-BY-THEMSELVES-!!! And go and bring in that "MULTITUDE that "NO HOUTheff CAN NUMBER!"

(HE "SEALING" ANGEL): "...reported to JESUS that his work was DONE, and the "SAINTs" were "NUMBERED!" and "SEALED!" THEN I SAW JESUS...THROW DOWN THE CENSER...

"IT IS DONE!"...EVERY CASE HAD BEEN DECIDEd...EVERY CASE

WAS DECIDEd, EVERY JEWEL "NUMBERED!" "IT IS DONE! IT IS FINISHED!" THE PLAN OF SALVATION HAD BEEN (PAST TENSE!) HAD BEEN" ACCOMPLISHED, but "FEW!" had CHOSEN to accept it..."TOO LATE! TOO LATE!" EW 279-281. SG 1:197-198. EZEKIEL 9:3-11. REV. 8:1-13. (SG 3:80. TM 409-

"MANY DESERED LIFE - BUT MADE NO EFFORT
TO OBTAIN IT!" EW 281 - "HIS ANGELS LEFT THOSE WHO
MADE NO EFFORT!" EW 270. "BEHOLD, YE TRUST IN LYING
WORDS!...Will ye STEAL, MURDER, and COMMIT ADULTERY, and
SWEAR FALSELY, ("CANNOT KEEP THE LAW!" "CHRIST WILL
 GIVE US A "CHARACTER!" WHEN HE COMES!") SWEAR FALSE-
LY, and burn INCENSE unto BAAL. ("BAAL, BAAL, is the
choice. The religion of many among us (PREDICTION!) WILL
BE the religion of APOSTATE ISRAEL!" TM 467-8.) and burn IN-
CENSE unto BAAL...And come and stand before ME IN THIS
HOUSE! which is CALLED BY MY "NAME!"...become a "DEN OF
ROBBERS!"...THEREFORE PRAY NOT THOU FOR THIS PEOPLE...
for I will not hear thee!" JER. 7:8-11,16. (YOU WANT THE
"BIBLE?" THIS IS THE BIBLE!

"GO THY WAY, DANIEL: FOR THE WORDS
ARE CLOSED UP AND SEALED TO THE TIME OF THE END. Many
shall be PURIFIED, and made WHITE, and TRIED; but the
WICKED shall "DO!" WICKEDLY; (AND THEREFORE-PREDIC-
TION!) shall "DO!" WICKEDLY; and "NONE!" (NOT ONE!) "NONE!
"of the WICKED shall UNDERSTAND; but the "WISE!" (VIRGINS!) SHALL UNDERSTAND!" DANIEL 12:9,10. "The END
is come upon MY PEOPLE OF ISRAEL: I will not again PASS BY
them any more. And the "SONGS!" of the "TEMPLE!" shall be
HOWLINGS IN THAT DAY...there shall be MANY DEAD BODIES IN
EVERY PLACE, (THEY GIVE THE "LOUD CRY!") THEY SHALL
CAST THEM FORTH WITH "SILENCE!" AMOS 8:2,3.

BIG MOUTH NOW LIKE REV. 16:13 -
but then "SILENCE!" THE WHITE (WASH) ESTATE with their
(GERMAN JEW-???) FRED VELTMAN and WALTER REA
("JESUIT?" "TALMUDIST?") with "FROG-MOUTH WILSON" be-
hind them WASTING HUNDREDS of HOURS and MILLIONS of $’s
and the SAME "WHITE (WASH) ESTATE PROGRAMMING "VANCE
FERRELL" into their TRAP - !!! AN EXERCISE IN FUTILITY
to determine if ELLEN WHITE was a "PLAGIARIST!" and FALLING
at the FEET of (CATHOLIC!) VINCENT L. RAMIK who is PREDICTED
to END UP CONNIVING by CONTINUING SUBTERFUGE, BRIBING
and "OMEGA OF APOSTASY!" (AS FAR AS THE LORD WILL
ALLOW THEM TO GO!) to set up "THE IMAGE OF THE BEAST!"
(GC 444) and PASS THE "DEATH DEGREE!" (MAGEN 1,2.)
ALL THIS HAUGHTY "KNOW-NOTHING!"

CHURCH MEMBERS WILL LIE AND DENY — !!! PAY THE WAGES OF THE DISSOLUTE AND SHAMELESS HARLOT OF T8:250 and expect a "WELL DONE! THOU GOOD AND FAITHFUL SERVANT — ENTER INTO THE JOY OF THY LORD!" (They have a LOOOONG WAIT COMING!) They will wait "FOREVER!"

THE NEW 718-PAGE BOOK I AM FINISHING

READING NOW. "EGW PAMPHLETS IN THE CONCORDANCE" Vol. 4. (From "LEAVES." Around $40.00.) Has much to say about giving the "LIGHT!" of "PRESENT TRUTH!" to those who "SIT IN DARKNESS!" OVER and OVER and OVER again. I am sure the TRUTH will go clear over the HEADS of most of those who read it — including "LEAVES!" God calls for "MISSION-ARIES!" to bring the "LIGHT!" to those who "SIT IN DARKNESS!" That this is a "NOBLE WORK!" And "MUST BE DONE!"

IF THIS IS TRUE:

***(1) We are to consider "TIME!" — "PLACE!" — "CIRCUM-STANCES!"

***(2) This is plainly dealing with "THE TIME OF THE END!"

***(3) IN THE "TIME OF THE END!" — "A MOVEMENT SHALL COME!" GC 464 (296).

***(4) SATAN will SEEK to PREVENT it by — "INTRODUCING A COUNTERFEIT!" (SAME).

***(5) And the "TIME!" is given: "BEFORE HIS JUDGMENT!" 1884 GC 296 (464).

***(6) AN ELABORATE ARRANGEMENT HAS BEEN MADE!

***(7) A TIME OF TROUBLE SUCH AS WAS NOT — is about to be visited on the Earth. Matt. 24:


***(9) THE "KEY!" TO IT ALL IS THE "SEALING!" THE "INVESTIGATIVE JUDGMENT!"

*** (10) NATURALLY SATAN WILL MAKE A RAID AGAINST THAT SUBJECT. WHAT DOES HE DO — ???

*** (11) WHAT DOES GOD DO — THE MASTER ORGANIZER—???

*** (12) "SEAL OF GOD" CHAPTER: GOD KNOWS HOW MANY HE WILL "SEAL!"

*** (13) "WHEN THE FIGURES REACH A CERTAIN AMOUNT...HIS WRATH COMMENCES!" T5:208.

*** (14) GOD IS FED UP WITH "HIS PEOPLE!" IN THE MIDST OF THE "OMEGA!"
**(15)** AS IN THE DAYS OF NOAH-LOT - He is going to wipe them off the face of the Earth!

***(16)** THE PLAN OF SALVATION ALWAYS HAS BEEN FOR HIS PEOPLE TO "SEPARATE!"

**(17)** FROM THE PREVAILING "INIQUITY!" SATAN will assure us there is "NONE!"

**(18)** THE CHURCHES SING HIS SONG: "LOVE!" (UNLIMITED-UNCONDITIONAL-AS LONG AS LIFE SHALL LAST!"

**(19)** THE HARLOT CHURCH: "LOVE AND UNITY!" "EACH MIND WILL JUDGE ITSELF!"

**(20)** FORD-STANDISH-FOLKENBERG: "THE JUDGMENT WILL BE RIGHT BECAUSE IT IS THE JUDGMENT OF SELF!"

**(21)** TOO BAD THE "SEALING" ANGEL PUTS THAT UNDER "SPIRITUALISM!" GC 554,556,558.

**(22)** LIKE IT OR NOT - "SIX ANGELS" come out of the TEMPLE IN HEAVEN BY WAY OF THE "HIGHER GATE!"

**(23)** WITH "SLAUGHTERING WEAPONS!" IN THEIR HANDS FOR ONE WITH THE "INK HORN!"


**(25)** HE "SEALS!" THE ONES THE "CHURCH LEADERS" - "CURSE!" WHY DO THEY "CURSE!" THEM?

**(26)** Because they "SHOW THEM!" "ALL THE ABOMINA-

**(27)** THAT'S THE LAST THING THEY WANT - !!! EZE.


WE ARE DEALING WITH THE MOST MOMENTOUS THING

THAT HAS EVER HAPPENED IN THE HISTORY OF THE WORLD!

**(28)** THE "SLAUGHTERING ANGELS" of EZE. 9:1,2 - STAND READY TO SLAUGHTER EVERY ONE ON EARTH.

**(29)** THE ONLY ONE THING TO STOP THEM IS IF ONE HAS THE "MARK!" OF "GOD'S" SEALING APPROVAL.


**(31)** WHY DO THEY NOT "SLAUGHTER?" those "THAT SIGH AND THAT CRY FOR "ALL!" THE "ABOMINATIONS!"

**(32)** EZE. 9:4-10. WHAT CHURCH DOES HE START WITH? THE "SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTIST!"

**(33)** WHAT IS YOUR PROOF - ??? "HERE WE SEE THAT "THE CHURCH"...was the "FIRST!" T5:211. - 46 -
BECAUSE OF WHAT THEY ARE TEACHING! THEY ARE CUT DOWN RIGHT IN THE PULPIT - !!!

WHAT IS SO BAD - ???
"HE IS TOO MERCIFUL - "GOD DOES NOT DESTROY!" LOVE UNLIMITED!"

"HE IS TOO MERCIFUL TO VISIT "HIS PEOPLE!" IN JUDGMENT!" T5:211.

AND THE "SLAUGHTERING" ANGELS CUT HIM DOWN RIGHT IN HIS TRACKS - !!!

THIS IS SO IMPORTANT THAT GOD EXPECTS US TO STUDY IT!

THIS IS THE "ONE THING!" THE "SHEPHERD'S RODS" HAD RIGHT-!!!

BUT THEY WERE OUT IN "TIME!" AND "CIRCUM-STANCES!"

BUT "THE CHURCH!" WERE FRANTIC TO DENY IT! WROTE A "SPECIAL BOOK!"

TO MAKE IT OF "NON-EFFECT!" DOES THAT SAY IT WILL NOT HAPPEN - ???

THIS IS "THE SEAL OF GOD!" CHAPTER. "THE SEAL OF GOD!" WAS NOT ON "THEN!"

IT MAY NOT EVEN BE ON YET - !!! WHEN IT IS ON - (IT WILL BE THE "OMEGA!"")

(THE PAGE BEFORE): "DECEPTION of almost EVERY KIND are "IN THE CHURCH!" T5:210.

FOR THIS REASON AND IN THIS TIME: "GO YE "OUT!" TO MEET HIM!" MATT. 25:6.


"AND THE DOOR WAS "SHUT!" MATT. 25:10. COL 406. THERE HAS BEEN NO "SHUT DOOR!" YET!

FOLLOWED BY THE "SLAUGHTER!" "SEVEN LAST PLAGUES!" THERE HAVE BEEN NO PLAGUES YET-!!!

OH, YES! YOU CAN FIND STATEMENTS ABOUT "A FEW DROPS!" BUT WHERE IS THE "BLOOD?"

REVELATION 16:... (2) SORES. (3) BLOOD. (4) BLOOD. (8) HEAT. (9) DARKNESS. (13) FROGS. (14) MIRACLES.


SANITY AND OBJECTIVE EVALUATION: NO "CLOSE OF PROBATION!" NO "PLAGUES!" NOT YET-!!!

THOSE WHO SAY OTHERWISE - HAVE NO IDEA OF
WHAT "SLAUGHTER!" AND "PLAGUES!" MEANS!


***(57)** WERE WAY OUT IN "TIME!" - "PLACE!" - "CIRCUM-
STANCES!" NOT A LEG TO STAND ON - !!!

***(58)** THEY WERE ALSO HAYWIRE IN THE "MOVEMENT!" THAT IS TO "COME!" 1884 GC 296 (464).

***(59)** ALL THESE "MOVEMENTS!" WERE SWORN "ADVEN-
TISTS!" - FROM "WITHIN!"

***(60)** THE TRUE "MOVEMENT!" IS "SUDDEN!" AND "UNEX-
Pected!" COMES OUT OF "NOWHERE!"

***(61)** WHEN THE "NUMBERS!" REACH A CERTAIN AMOUNT -
WHEN THE "OMEGA!" OF APOSTASY IS ON!

***(62)** IN A TIME OF WORLDWIDE "PestilenCe!" ("AIDS!"
"CONSUMPTION!" (INCURABLE "TB!")

***(63)** IT WILL BE SEEN THAT CHRIST WILL TAKE CHARGE OF
THE WORK "HIMSELF" TM 300,507.

***(64)** HE DOES WHAT NO "SHEPHERD'S ROD!" (OR GRO-
THEER-STANDISH-FERRELL AFFILIATES!)

***(65)** WILL AGREE WITH - !!! THE OPPOSITE OF A "MOVE-
MENT!" FROM "WITHIN!"

***(66)** "THE LORD HAD DEPARTED FROM ISRAEL!"...HIS

***(67)** BUT AS THE HISTORY OF OLD "JERUSALEM!" IS RE-
PEATED - !!! LIKE IT OR NOT! GC 36 (37).

***(68)** "HIS PEOPLE!" "FLEE FROM THE WRATH TO COME!" AT
CERTAIN "SIGNS!" 1884 GC 38 (37).

***(69)** THEY CHANGED THE BOOK IN THE "URIAH SMITH!
TRANSLATION - "THE WORLD!" is to "FLEE!"

***(70)** WHERE TO - THE "MOON - ??"? THE POINT IS -
"WHY?" SHOULD "GOD'S PEOPLE!" "FLEE?"

***(71)** THE PROPHET (ELLEN WHITE!) SAID THIS WAS "THE
WORDS OF CHRIST!" 1884 GC 38.

***(72)** "JUDGMENTS UPON JERUSALEM!" WOULD BE "RE-
PEATED!" ONLY "WORSE!" 1884 GC 37 (36).

***(73)** HOW COULD IT BE WORSE - ??? THIS IS CLARIFIED
IF YOU WANT TO BELIEVE T5:210-4.

***(74)** T5:211 gives you the CHOICE of believing GOD - or
"THESE DUMB DOGS!" T5:211.

***(75)** "THE WHOLE WORLD WILL BE INVOLVED IN RUIN MORE
TERRIBLE THAT THAT WHICH CAME UPON "JERUSALEM
OF OLD!"..."

***(76)** "DESOlation EVERYWHERE!" 1884 GC 441. (A SICK
SUBSTITUTE! GC 622-3.)
**(77)** AS IN "OLD JERUSALEM!" HOW MAY WILL OBEY THE VOICE OF REASON - ???

**(78)** AS IN THE DAYS OF NOAH-LOT - HOW MANY WILL OBEY GOD AND "SEPARATE!" WILL YOU - ???

**(79)** WILL YOU TAKE THE NEXT STEP - WILL YOU WARN "OTHERS?" OR WILL YOU BE "ASHAMED?"

**(80)** "OF HIM ALSO SHALL THE SON OF GOD BE ASHAMED WHEN HE COMETH...WITH THE HOLY ANGELS..."

**(81)** MARK 8:38. LUKE 9:26. WHEN "THE CHURCH!" IS DOING AFTER THE MANNER OF THE "WORLD!"


**(83)** WHEN THE T8:250 "HARLOT!" CALLS FOR "LOVE!" AND "UNITY!" THE LORD "PASSES BY!"

**(84)** AND WHAT DOES HE DO - ??? MEN OF PRINCIPLE - MEN OF HONOR - MEN OF CONVICTION!

**(85)** THE LORD CALLED THEM OUT - !!! WHEN HE SEES THERE IS NOTHING LEFT - ONLY "DROSS!"

**(86)** HE FOLLOWS THEM OUT - !!! HE "GATHERS" THE "SCATTERED!" "REMNANT!" "OUTCASTS!"

**(87)** VAINLY LOOKING FOR AN "ORGANIZATION!" TO "JOIN!" AND COULD FIND "NONE!"

**(88)** "WHY STAND YE HERE IDLE ALL THE DAY - ???" "NO MAN HATH HIRED US!" COL 399.

**(89)** NO "ORGANIZED "CHURCH!" WANTED THEM-!!! THEY WERE NOT "TAG-A-LONG!" "HIRELINGS!"


**(91)** AT VARIOUS "HOURS!" THEY HAVE BEEN TRAINED! NOW HE FINALIZES IT IN "THE 11TH HOUR!"

**(92)** SM 2:13. (A "SHAKING!") (14) CRAZY ONES HAVE TO BE WEEDED OUT! (15) FROM THE SANE!


**(94)** "FROM THE DROSS!" (LEAVING WHAT - ???) T5:80-7. HE "GATHERS!" THE "GOLD!"

**(95)** ALL THIS IS MADE VERY PLAIN IN "THE SHAKING!" CHAPTER T1:179.

**(96)** THE "STANDISH" RABBLE WILL NOT UNDERSTAND THIS IN "1,000 YEARS!" IF THEY ARE NOT WILLING TO ACKNOWLEDGE -

**(97)** THAT THE BOOKS HAVE BEEN CHANGED! EW 269 IS A "MESS!" ALL MIXED UP - !!!!Z
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AND WENT DOWN TO ANN'S PLACE - 20 MILES SOUTH. We studied SM 2:16. But we wanted to see what we would find if we studied it "IN CONTEXT!" We know well this has been COMPILED - but whoever COMPILED IT - did a WONDERFUL JOB - TITLE HEADINGS AND ALL. So we went to the HEAD of that CHAPTER. SM 2:13:

*(100) "THERE IS TO BE A "SHAKING!" AMONG "GOD'S PEOPLE!"...IT WILL BE THE RESULT OF REFUSING...  
*(101) THE "TRUTH!" PRESENTED!! WHAT WILL BE PART OF THE TRUTHS PRESENTED - ??? (IN 1992??)  
*(102) Ministers will DISFELLOWSHIP those who do not go along with their IDEAS - AND SO:  
*(103) (THESE MINISTERS THINK AND TEACH THAT THUS "THE CHURCH!" WILL BE "PURIFIED!") and:  
*(104) "A PEOPLE WILL ARISE TO GO FORWARD TO THE "VICTORY!" SM 2:13. THAT WOULD SUIT SATAN-!!!  
*(105) Such teaching would be the same as the "PERFEC-TION!" of the Catholic Church in 1884 GC 60-1.  
*(106) "THE CHURCH HAS NEVER ERRED, NOR WOULD IT EVER ERR! GC 57,128,564.  
*(107) THIS IS AS "MIND-WEAKENING!" AS IS "SPIRITUAL-ISM!" EW 101. ("SPewn OUT!" MEANS "GOING THROUGH")  
*(108) SM 2:14. They will find themselves lying in the ruins of their own "SPECULATIONS!"  
*(109) We have had our share of "TESTS THAT ARE NO "TESTS!" AT ALL!" ("WAYMARK "ARK" THEORIES!")  
*(110) THEN WHEN WE COME TO SM 2:16 THERE IS MORE MEANING TO WHAT THIS IS SAYING - !!!  
*(111) WATCH EVERY WORD - !!! "GOD'S SPIRIT WILL PASS BY!"..."THOSE WHO HAVE HAD THEIR DAY!"  
*(113) The Church would like us to stop right there - !!! But the Testimony does not stop - !!!  
*(114) "FANATICISM will appear in the very midst of us. "DECEPTIONS will COME!!" SM 2:16.
Now there is NO USE trying to "FLIM-FLAM" out of it and try to make out this is from:

"WORLDLINGS!" or "OFFSHOOTS!" it says in the very midst of "US!" WHO IS "US?"

"THE REASON I HANG OUT THE DANGER SIGNAL!" (YES! WHAT IS THE REASON - ???)

WHEN I SAID THE LORD CALLED MEN AT DIFFERENT HOURS TO TRAIN THEM FOR THIS 11TH HOUR!

AND THEN GET THE "CRAZY!" ONES OUT OF THEIR MIDST - I was UNAWARE of what was COMING!

"UNBALANCED MINDS!"...THINK THAT THEY HAVE "WONDERFUL LIGHT" FROM GOD!" SM 2:17.

"PRESCRIPTION!" "IMPULSE!" "EMOTION!" "TOO MUCH SPEED!" "IN OUR RANKS!" "RAPTURE OF FEELING!"

THESE "UNBALANCED MINDS!" (CRAZY PEOPLE!) THESE "INEXPERIENCED ONES!" "GO CLEAR OVER THE MARK!"

"IGNORING WORKS ALTOGETHER!" SM 2:18,19 and 20. (SO they go "TO SLEEP!")

HAVE TO HAVE "DECAYING EMOTIONS...STIMULATED!" THEY GO ON TO PAGE 22 AND THIS:

THE CHURCH IS IN "MIDNIGHT DARKNESS" - "IMPENETRABLE!" IT CANNOT BE "PENETRATED!" WHO DOES NOT BELIEVE THAT - DOES NOT BELIEVE THE "SOP " COL 414(423). AND WE NEED "MISSIONARIES!" TO CARRY THE "LIGHT!" TO THOSE "ADVENTISTS!" THAT "SIT IN DARKNESS!" THERE IS NO GREATER DARKNESS ANYWHERE - !!! AND THE FIRST AND THE WORST ONES ARE THE VERY ONES WHO CLAIM THEY CAN "PENETRATE!" THAT "DARKNESS!" WHICH REMAINS "IMPENETRABLE!" THEY CAN HURL THEMSELVES AGAINST THAT BRICK WALL AS MANY BEFORE THEM - !!! IT REMAINS "IMPENETRABLE!" THAT IS NOT "GOD'S SOLUTION!" HE SAID: "GO YE OUT TO MEET HIM!" THAT HAS ALWAYS BEEN "GOD'S SOLUTION!" - "SEPARATE!" FROM THE PREVAILING INIQUITY! "COME APART AND BE YE "SEPARATE!" "THE ANGEL IS TO PLACE A "MARK!" UPON THE FOREHEAD OF "ALL!" WHO ARE "SEPARATE!" FROM SIN AND SINNERS, AND THE "DESTROYING ANGEL!" IS TO FOLLOW, TO SLAY UTTERLY BOTH OLD AND YOUNG!" T5:505,211. (CHERISH THIS ONE - NEVER FORGET IT! AND ADD 100 MORE!) SG 2:21,201. DA 152. RH 2:255. (HE WHO SAYS OTHERWISE - "LET HIM BE "ACCURSED!")
"WE HEAR FROM 1,000 TONGUES IN 1992:
"WE HEAR THE VEHEMENT EXPRESSIONS OF "FALSE RELIGIONISTS!" WHO MAKE BOLD PRETENSIONS, WHO TALK "LOUD! AND LOOOONG!" SAYING: "I AM HOLY, I AM SINLESS!" WHEN THEY HAVE NOT THE LEAST "FOUNDATION!" FOR THEIR "FAITH!" (MARK THIS:) WE HEAR NO NOISY PROTESTATIONS OF "FAITH!" NOR DO WE SEE TREMENDOUS "BODILY CONVERSIONS!" AND "EXERCISES!" IN THE AUTHOR OF ALL TRUTH--!!!
SM 2:22. (1890.)

"BUT WE HAD A STILL "WORSE!" ELEMENT TO MEET - IN A CLASS WHO CLAIMED THAT THEY WERE "SANCTIFIED!" (GC 471. 1884 GC 300–1.) ("I AM SAVED!) THAT THEY COULD NOT SIN! THAT THEY WERE "SEALÉD!" AND "HOLY!" AND THAT ALL THEIR "IMPRESSIONS!" AND "NOTIONS!" WERE THE MIND OF GOD! CONSCIENTIOUS SOULS WERE DECEIVED BY THE PRETENDED "PIETY!" OF THESE FANATICS. SATAN HAD WORKED ARTFULLY TO HAVE THESE DELUSÉD ONES ACCEPT THE SABBATH...THEY CLAIMED TO "HEAL!" THE SICK AND TO WORK "MIRACLES!" (SM 2:54,58,60.) THEY HAD A SATANIC, BEWITCHING "POWER!"...THE LORD USED US AS INSTRUMENTS TO "REBUKE!" THESE "FANATICS!" AND TO OPEN THE EYES OF HIS FAITHFUL PEOPLE...PEACE AND JOY CAME INTO THE HEARTS OF THOSE WHO "BROKE AWAY!" FROM THIS DECEPTION OF SATAN...THE TRUTH SHONE IN CONTRAST WITH THESE DECEPTIONS LIKE GOLD AMID THE "RUBBISH!" OF EARTH!" SM 2:27–8. RH Nov. 20, 1883.

"EXCHANGE WIVES, THUS BRINGING "ADULTERY!" INTO CHURCH!" (THEN THEY WOULD HAVE SOMETHING TO "CELEBRATE!" SM 2:28.

"WE MUST AS WORKERS BE "UNITED!" IN FROWNING DOWN AND "CONDEMN!" ANYTHING THAT BARES THE LEAST APPROACH TO EVIL!" SM 2:29.

AND HOW FITTING THAT AT THIS POINT WE RUN INTO "THE "HOLY FLESH" DOCTRINE!" SM 2:31-39,17,53-4.

WHO DID YOU SAY WAS GOING TO BRING THE "MIRACLES?"

READ 100 PAGES OF SM 1... AND SM 2... EV. 595.


ARE WE DONE WITH VELTMAN–FERRELL – ???

NO – WHY SHOULD WE BE – ???

WE MERELY SHOWED WHERE IT WILL END!

AND WE WOULD END THE SAME WAY – IF WE GET INTO THEIR RUT – !!! VELTMAN USED THE METHOD TAUGHT IN ANDREWS.

WHAT IS THERE TO GO WILD ABOUT - ???

IF THEY \"WON\" THE \"WORLD SERIES\" WITH \"AMERICAN\" PLAYERS - ??? WHEN CHINA \"OUTLAWED\" ALL AMERICAN FUNDS AND CHINA WOULD PAY THE WAGES OF ADVENTIST PREACHERS, DOCTORS, STAFF - and the Day they \"CELEBRATED\" this \"TAKE-OVER\" - ADVENTIST MINISTERS of 20 or even 30 Years standing, partook of the REAR-END OF THE ROAST HOG WITH AN APPLE IN HIS MOUTH - AND THE \"SOCIAL CLIP\" CHINA ENCOURAGED THEM TO \"KEEP THEIR RELIGION\"! as they were NOT going to do as the RUSSIAN BOLSHEVIKS - they were going to give them \"FREEDOM\". In spite of that, of 300 ADVENTISTS - only \"ONE\" decided to \"KEEP\" his \"RELIGION\"! and he was a \"JANITOR\". That is about what you can expect - the same in GERMANY - \"ONE\" out of 200 or 300.

WHAT A WALLOPING SURPRISE WE ARE GOING TO SEE -

COME THE \"CRISIS\" - \"SUDDEN\" - \"UNLOOKED FOR\" - \"FACE TO FACE WITH DEATH\"! THIS IS NOT

\"THE SUNDAY LAW - !!!\"

They have been \"EXPECTING\" that for 100 YEARS - some of them seem to know NOTHING ELSE! \"BOTH PARTIES (WISE AND FOOLISH!) WILL BE TAKEN \"UNAWARES\"! (THERE GOES ALL YOUR \"TIME-CHARTS\"!) AND YOUR \"JEANINE SAUTRONS\" AND HER FOOL \"ROY LEMKE\" AND HER FOOL \"BOB SESSLER\" AND HER FOOL \"MAX CORBETT\" AND HER FOOLS \"MARIAN & JERRY PELCH\" AND ANY OTHER FOOL THAT THINK PROBATION IS OVER FOR THE \"ADVENTIST WORLD!\" AND THE ONLY LEGITIMATE MESSAGE NOW IS \"THE LOUD CRY!\" OR THE DOUBLE FOOLS WHO KNOW THIS IS A FABRICATED LIE! BUT FOR REASONS OF THEIR OWN, WILL NOT SAY SO BUT REMAIN SILENT AND \"NEUTRAL\" AND LET THE BLACKNESS OF \"MIDNIGHT DARKNESS\" TAKE OVER!

----------

\"WHAT ASTONISHING DECEPTION AND FEARFUL BLINDNESS\"

...THEY REMAINED \"NEUTRAL\"! IF GOD ABHORS ONE SIN ABOVE ANOTHER, OF WHICH HIS PEOPLE ARE GUILTY - it is in doing \"NOTHING\" in case of an EMERGENCY, INDIFFERENCE AND NEUTRALITY IN A RELIGIOUS \"CRISIS\"! IS REGARDED OF
GOD AS A GRIEVIOUS "CRIME!" AND EQUAL TO THE "VERY
WORST!" TYPE OF HOSTILITY AGAINST GOD! "ALL ISRAEL IS
SILENT...!" T3:280-1. COR 122. LP 111. NL 68. T 4:213, 108. RH
4:386. TM 290, 405. FCE 185. (IS HISTORY BEING REPEATED?)

WE WILL NOT BE "NEUTRAL" ABOUT THE "DEBATING TEAM"
METHOD THAT GLORIFIES THE ONE THAT CAN BE THE BEST
"LIAR!" IN THE ADVENTIST COLLEGES. THEY CAN GRADUATE
WHO CAN OUT-ARGUE ANYONE ELSE UNDER THE TABLE BY
HIS SLICK TONGUE AND IS WHY "BEGUILE FROOM" CHOSE
BRINSMEAD AND WRIGHT AS THE BEST LIARS HE COULD FIND
IN THE ADVENTIST COLLEGES!

AND THE FIRST THING THEY CAME WITH WAS:
"JUSTIFICATION BY FAITH IN THE "OUTER COURT!" "COME TO
THE "DOORS!" OF THE SANCTUARY!" "GATHER "ABOUT" THE
SANCTUARY!" "THERE CHRIST WILL BE WAITING FOR YOU TO
FORGIVE ALL YOUR SINS!"

WHEN NOT ONE SIN IS FORGIVEN -
IN THE "OUTER COURT!" OR DON'T
YOU HAVE THAT STRAIGHT - YET - ????
THAT LYING DOGMA CAME FROM AUSTRALIA - 1959-1960.
NOW "BILL PARKS" IS TAKING THAT "BACK!" TO AUSTRALIA -
1992 - !!! WILL WONDERS NEVER CEASE - ????

"BY PERSISTENTLY REITERATING FALSEHOOD -
AND THAT AGAINST ALL EVIDENCE, THEY AT
LAST CAME TO BELIEVE IT TO BE "TRUTH!"
IT WAS THIS ACT THAT SEALED THEIR DOOM -
THEY HAD COMMITTED THE SIN AGAINST THE
"HOLY SPIRIT!" PP 404-5. LLM 232. SG 3:117.
(AND 20 MORE - !!!)

Ψ Ψ Ψ Ψ Ψ Ψ Ψ

WHILE VELTMAN CALLED IN ALL KINDS OF "HELP!"
TO RAILROAD ELLEN G. WHITE "OUT!" BY DEVIOUS METHODS -
YEARS OF FUTILE ENERGY - THOUSANDS OF TITHE AND
OFFERING $S - AND VANCE FERRELL TRIES TO MEET HIM ON
HIS OWN GROUND - the way to settle the QUESTION WAS
VERY SIMPLE! "WHAT DID SHE PREDICT - ????" WHO(?) DID
SHE "PLAGIARIZE" THAT FROM - ????
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SOME WILL NOT LIKE THE WAY I APPROACH THIS SUBJECT — I DID NOT ASK THEM HOW TO: "MEET IT!" SM 1: 204–5. B:2:54.
WE ARE NOT SHACKLED BY LAODICEAN DOGMAS OR RULES — !!! WE ARE NOT "HIRELINGS!"

THE VELTMAN PROJECT —
IS TELLING US WHAT IS "INSPIRED!" AND "NOT INSPIRED!"
...undertake to ARRAIGN the Word of God, and to PASS "JUDGMENT!" upon what is "DIVINE!" and what is "HUMAN!", they are working WITHOUT the "COUNSEL OF GOD!" (ANDREWS "SEMINARY" STUDIES AND "THE MINISTRY" MAGAZINE ARE SHOT FULL of going to BABYLON to find out what is "INSPIRED" and what is NOT!)

THE LORD WILL NOT PROSPER SUCH A WORK —
THE EFFECT WILL BE DISASTROUS...SKEPTICISM has been AROUSED...as to the NATURE of "INSPIRATION!" FINITE BEINGS, with their NARROW, SHORT-SIGHTED VIEWS, feel themselves COMPETENT to "CRITICIZE" the SCRIPTURES, saying: "This passage is NEEDFUL, and "THAT" passage is "NOT NEEDFUL!" and is "NOT INSPIRED!" CHRIST-GAVE-NO-SUCH-INSTRUCTION!" ...are really FALSE INTERPRETATIONS of Scripture, adopted during AGES of PAPAL DARKNESS...AS-THE-JEWS, misled by the ERRORS and TRADITIONS of their TIME, had a FALSE CONCEPTION of Christ. "Had they KNOWN it, they would NOT have CRUCIFIED the Lord of Glory...PUT OFF THY SHOES FROM OFF THY FEET, for the place whereon thou standeth IS HOLY GROUND!" T5:709 to 711.

READING ON IN CONTEXT — GOD SEEMS TO IMPLY — (DEMANDS —!!!)
that we should be more concerned with: "A GREAT CRISIS AWAITS "THE PEOPLE OF GOD!" A CRISIS AWAITS THE WORLD. (INSTEAD OF WASTING YOUR TIME ON "SIDE-ISSUES!" THAT PROFIT NOTHING! AND BY-PASS:) THE MOST MOMENTOUS STRUGGLE OF ALL THE AGES is just before us. EVENTS which, for more than FORTY YEARS ...The question of "ENFORCING" SUNDAY...is really an ACT of CONCESSION to the PAPACY —56—
"THE NATIONAL REFORM MOVEMENT.....will, when FULLY DEVELOPED, manifest the SAME INTEGRATION and OPPRESSION that have prevailed in PAST AGES...IF POPERY or its PRINCIPLES shall again be LEGISLATED INTO POWER, the FIRES OF PERSECUTION will be REKINDLED against those who WILL NOT SACRIFICE "CONSCIENCE" and the "TRUTH" in deference to POPULAR ERRORS. T5:711-2.

THIS IS A STUDY BY ITSELF - BUT WE SHOULD -
FOLLOW THAT WORD "CRISIS!" AROUND and FIND OUT HOW THIS WILL EFFECT "ADVENTISM!" while we waste our time DOUBTING if the HOLY WRITINGS ARE TRUE - !!! WHAT A DUMB ASSIGNMENT by DUMB LEADERS! SAYING "PEACE AND SAFETY!" T5:211,187. LS 242. TM 233,407. (WHILE "SUDDEN DESTRUCTION!" IS COMING UPON THEM and they TWIDDLE AWAY and involve MILLIONS OF PEOPLE TO STUDY THINGS OF NO IMPORTANCE THAT WILL NOT HELP THEM ONE WHIT - !!! RIGHTLY CALLED:)

"THESE DUMB DOGS THAT WILL NOT BARK!... ALL PERISH TOGETHER!" T5:211. WASTING THOUSANDS OF HOURS AND MILLIONS OF DOLLARS on an INFANTILE ASSIGNMENT-!!!

ALTHOUGH FOLKENBERG AND WIELAND WILL NEVER AGREE - "THE SEAL OF GOD" CHAPTER - T5:211 RECORDS THIS "HERESY: "THE "ABOMINATIONS" FOR WHICH THE "FAITHFUL ONES!" WERE "SIGHING!" AND "CRYING!" WERE ALL THAT COULD BE DISCERNED BY FINITE EYES, SO OBVIOUS THAT THOSE WHO DO NOT SEE THEM ARE RECORDED AS "BLIND!" BUT BY FAR THE WORSE SINS, those who provoked the JEALOUSY of the PURE and HOLY GOD, were UNREVEALED..... THOSE WHO HAVE BEEN REGARDED AS "WORTHY!" AND "RIGHTIOUS!" PROVE TO BE "RINGLEADERS!" IN APOSTASY! AND EXAMPLES IN "INDIFFERENCE!" (SURE HATE TO BE IN THEIR BOOTS COME "JUDGMENT!" DAY!)

"THEIR WICKED COURSE HE WILL TOLERATE
NO LONGER, and in HIS "WRATH!" ("LOVE UNLIMITED?") "IN HIS WRATH!" HE DEALS WITH THEM "WITHOUT MERCY!" T5:211-2. (I AM SURE NONE OF US KNOWS WHAT "THAT! MEANS!) "WITHOUT MERCY!" is hardly compatible with what JEFF REICH will write in his MAGAZINE! ONE TRYING TO "OUT-DUMB!" THE OTHER!
"Laymen Ministry News" - Summer 1992

"Arneth Mathers" - "Unconditional Love and Truth are in no way dependent upon Our attitude toward God." (p.21.) "Is that Love conditioned on anything? No...His is a Love I cannot kill, it is a Love that survives the cross, the tomb...an indestructible, All-powerful "Love!" Ugly and unlovable as I may be, YET HE LOVES ME!" (p.22) "Unconditional Love to Man (Three times p.23 and this:) ...Though we were alienated from God, He was not alienated from us!" (p.23.)

Tell me - Do you really fall for something like that - ???

Will that really encourage anyone to come to higher ground - ???

At Malo, Washington (Jim Hoerler) Camp - two miles over the mountain from us - they had "guards!" to see who they would let into the camp and who they would not! (Not that they ever put us out!) But their "love!" was hardly "unconditional!" These are the people that will scream the loudest - !!! "...when the figures reach a certain amount which God has fixed, the ministry of his wrath commences! the account is closed! Divine patience ceases. There is no more pleading or mercy...Deception of almost every kind are in the church (such as this "love-slobber!")...the Lord commissions his messengers, the men with "slaughterling weapons!" in their hands: "Go ye after him through the city and smite! Let not your eye spare! Neither have ye pity! Slay utterly old and young, both maids, and little children, and women: but come not near any man upon whom is the "mark!" and begin at my sanctuary! Then they began at the ancient men which were before the house!"

Folkenberg - Hoerler - Mathers - Gibson -

"Here we see that "the church!"...was the first to feel (ceaseless "love!") the "stroke!" of the "wrath!" of God. The ancient men...they say...he is too merciful to visit his people in "judgment!" Thus "peace and safety" is the cry from...these dumb dogs that would not "bark!"...all perish together!" T5:208 to 211. (Read on!)

Don't lie and come and tell us -
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That you "DON'T UNDERSTAND!" these words. Because if you and your LOUD-MOUTHED "PROPHETS!" still want to LIE and DENY the WORD OF GOD - we can tell you ONE THING - !!! IN THAT DAY - !!! They will be "SPEECHLESS!" EVEN YOUR "DEBATING MINISTERS!" T5:216 to 221,71,227. MATT. 22:12. COL 308.

NOT ONLY "SPEECHLESS!"

But as we FOLLOW ALONG and BELIEVE THE PROPHET - IN "EVENTS IN THEIR ORDER!" 1884 GC 412. GC 594. WE FOLLOW THE "ADVENTISTS!"

SOME WANT US TO USE ONLY THE "ORIGINAL" BOOKS -

But they are UNAWARE of the TREMENDOUS "RESEARCH" INVOLVED over a period of over fifty years, and we did not have, and we did not need - ALL of the "ORIGINAL BOOKS!" WE SAW IT IN YOUR BOOKS THAT YOU HAVE - !!! And you can CHECK it in the "BOOKS THAT YOU HAVE!" And we like to give you the PAGE WHERE YOU WILL FIND IT IN THE "ORIGINAL!" (IF YOU HAVE THE "ORIGINAL") VERY FEW HAVE! YOU MUST REMEMBER WE ARE FOREVER GOING TO "NEW NAMES!" AND IT IS ALL WE CAN DO TO HOLD THESE HAUGHTY AND PROUD "LAODICEANS!" LONG ENOUGH TO LISTEN TO A FEW QUICK WORDS! NO - WE DO NOT INTEND to use "ONLY THE ORIGINALS!" NOT IF THE BOOKS THEY HAVE SAY:)

"THE POPULAR MINISTRY - LIKE THE PHARISEES"

OF OLD, FILLED WITH ANGER AND THEIR "AUTHORITY!" IS QUESTIONED - will DENOUNCE the MESSAGE as of SATAN, and STIR UP THE SIN-LOVING MULTITUDES (OF ADVENTISTS!) TO REVILE AND PERSECUTE THOSE, WHO PROCLAIM IT...the "POWER!" attending the MESSAGE will ONLY MADDEN those who oppose it..."THE CHURCH!" APPEALS TO THE STRONG ARM OF "CIVIL POWER!" - and in this WORK, "PAPISTS!" and "PROTESTANTS!" UNITE!" (That was your GC 607. Now if you go ON - in the SAME BOOK - as you turn the PAGE to 608 - ONE SENTENCE TELLS ALL - !!! 608 explains 607. I did not need the ORIGINAL TO SEE IT!)

BUT NOW THAT WE HAVE THE "1884 ORIGINAL!"

"THE CHURCH" APPEALS TO THE STRONG ARM OF "CIVIL POWER!" and in this WORK, "PAPISTS!" are "SOLICITED!" TO COME TO THE "HELP!" OF PROTESTANTS!" 1884 GC 425.
WHAT IS (OR WAS!) THE DIFFERENCE - ???

Of course WE—SAW—IT from your GC 607. And ESPECIALLY if we came to 608 and PUT THAT TOGETHER WITH 607 - !!! THERE WAS NO DOUBT AS TO WHO WAS 607 - !!! But 607 said "PAPISTS and PROTESTANTS UNITE!" THAT IMPLIES EACH COMING FROM THEIR OWN QUARTERS AND "UNITE!" HOW BEAUTIFUL - !!!

BUT THE WHOLE TRUTH AND NOTHING BUT THE TRUTH - 
"PAPISTS ARE SOLICITED!" TO "COME!" TO THE "HELP!" OF PROTESTANTS!" 1884 GC 425.

THEY DO NOT COME EACH FROM THEIR OWN CORNER AND "UNITE!"

THAT IS A CRUDE "LAODICEAN LIE!" And those who DO NOT WANT TO ADMIT that the BOOKS HAVE BEEN CHANGED - !!! And do not have the ABILITY to connect GC 607 with 608 - will FLOURISH AROUND - not knowing if they are COMING or GOING! "AND THE MORE PART KNEW NOT WHEREFORE THEY WERE COME TOGETHER!" THEY ONLY KNOW ONE THING FOR SURE - !!! (NO! TWO!)

1) THE CHURCH IS GOING THROUGH - !!! (WITH BELLS ON!)
2) "I AM SAVED!" "WE ARE SAVED!" WHOOPIE-!!! LET'S CELEBRATE - !!!

Do you expect to take people away from that STRONG DRINK and PROPHETIC OPiate - and appreciate COOL CLEAR WATER? IF SO - I DIDN'T KNOW THERE WAS ANYONE THAT "MUD-DUMB!" SO WE WILL GO OUR WAY AND THEY CAN GO THEIRS!

AS WE GO ON AND LOOK AT THE DIFFERENCE

BETWEEN 1884 GC 426 and your GC 608. BEFORE YOU READ ONE STEP FURTHER - what DIFFERENCE do you see - ???: DO YOU GO WITH VANCE (BEGUILE) FERRELL AND TELL THE WORLD - there is "NO DIFFERENCE - ???" "WE CANNOT SHOW ONE - !!!" Oh, boy - !!!

THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN 1884 GC 425 - AND YOUR FAKE GC 607 - !!!

GC 607. "PAPISTS AND PROTESTANTS "UNITE!" 1884 GC 426. "PAPISTS ARE "SOLICITED!" TO COME TO THE "HELP!" OF "PROTESTANTS!" - 60 -
NO DIFFERENCE - VANCE FERRELL - ???

WE CANNOT SHOW "ONE DIFFERENCE - ???"

THIS IS DEALING WITH THE MOST MOMENTOUS QUESTION
THERE COULD BE - !!! THIS IS DEALING WITH GOING TO "THE
STRONG ARM OF CIVIL POWER!"

WHO WOULD BE THE RAT THAT WOULD DO THIS - ???

YOUR GC 607 SAYS: "PAPISTS and PROTESTANTS" EQUALLY
TO BLAME - THEY "UNITE!" BUT THE TRUTH OF THE MATTER
IS - THEY ARE "NOT!" EQUALLY TO BLAME! IT IS NOT A
"FLUX!" ONE IS MORE TO BLAME THAN THE OTHER - !!! ONE
(THE HARLOT!) "PROPOSITIONS!" THE OTHER - !!! SHE IS
SAYING: "COME UNTO ME!" SHE IS THE "SEDERER!" IN THIS
CASE.

IT IS NOT "ROMANISM!" "ROMANISM!" ROMANISM!"

"We may have "LESS!" to say in some lines, in regard to the
"ROMAN POWER AND THE PAPACY!" TM 112. CWE 65. (Letter
57, 1896.) "I feel HURT when I see that so many THRUSTS are
made against the CATHOLICS!" CWE 64. (By the JEWS that
RUN THIS CHURCH!)

ROMANISM IS A SLEEPING GIANT

SHE DOES "NOT!" COME AND "UNITE!" WITH "PROTESTANT-
ISM!" TO BRING ABOUT "DARK AGES" PERSECUTION! AS AD-
VENTISM IS HOLLERING FROM EVERY CORNER! AND DON'T
COME AND TELL US YOU DO NOT "UNDERSTAND!" THIS PAGE!
UNLESS YOU ARE A COMPLETE TOTAL IDIOT - !!! LIKE SOME
OF YOUR LEADERS THAT DO NOT HAVE ENOUGH BRAINS TO
GET A HEADACHE! THEY WILL DENY THIS LOUD AND LONG-!!!

ONCE YOU GET ON THE TRACK OF WHAT IS THE TRUTH -

YOU WILL FIND ONE REFERENCE AFTER THE OTHER TO SUPPORT THE "LIGHT FROM HEAVEN!" THAT THESE "PROTE-
ANTS" THAT "SOLICIT!" PAPISTS - "SOLICIT!" IS A LEGAL TERM
- and we do not need to ARGUE as we did 50 YEARS AGO as
we SAW THIS! THAT THIS IS "ADVENTIST LEADERS!" WHO
COULD NOT GET ADVENTIST "SOLICITORS!" TO DO THE
"DIRTY!" WORK TO DRAG BELIEVERS THROUGH THE COURT
SYSTEM - they decided to "RAMIKI!" IT THROUGH BY "SOLICIT-
ING!" - "PAPISTS!"
WHEN YOU "SOLICIT!" SOME ONE YOU PAY THEM!
ASK VANCE FERRELL IS "ADVENTISTS!" PAID "PAPISTS!"—??? WHO LED OUT — ??? WHO INSTIGATED THE CASE — WHO PAID FOR IT — ??? 50 YEARS AGO they ARGUED THEMSELVES BLUE IN THE FACE — that they would NEVER — NEVER — NEVER do this. CAN THEY USE THAT ARGUMENT NOW — ??? CAN THEY GO INTO THAT CONTORTIONIST TRICK — ???

THE PAPISTS DID NOT COME!
THE "ADVENTISTS!" FETCHED THEM — !!!
JUST AS THE ORIGINAL 1884 GC 425 READS: "THE CHURCH!" MAKES THE FIRST MOVE AND "SOLICITS!" ("HIRES!") PAYS THE WAGES OF "PAPISTS!" YOU STILL DOUBT THAT ELLEN WHITE PREDICTED THIS—???

MOVE ONE:
"I SAW THE NOMINAL CHURCH AND NOMINAL (BY "NAME!" ONLY!) NOMINAL "ADVENTISTS," LIKE JUDAS, (T5:690-1) LIKE JUDAS, would BETRAY us TO-THE-CATHOLICS to obtain their "INFLUENCE" to come AGAINST THE TRUTH. The "SAINTS!" will then be an "OBSCURE" PEOPLE, LITTLE KNOWN TO THE CATHOLICS; but the CHURCHES and NOMINAL ADVENTISTS who know of our FAITH and CUSTOMS (for they HATED us on account of the SABBATH, for they could not refute it."

ARE YOU GOING TO STUMBLE OVER THIS — ???
THE OTHER CHURCHES HAVE ALWAYS "REFUTED THE SABBATH—!!!"
AND THEY DON'T CARE "BEANS!" IF WE KEEP THE SABBATH OR NOT!
BUT WHEN WE PREACH THE SABBATH "MORE FULLY!" —
THE ADVENTISTS WILL CARE — !!!
AS AT THIS TIME THEY KEEP "SUNDAY!" GC 608.

SO IF WE "PREACH THE SABBATH MORE FULLY!" (AT THIS TIME!), "THIS ENRAGED THE "CHURCH!" AND "NOMINAL ADVENTISTS!" as "THEY!" COULD NOT REFUTE THE SABBATH TRUTH!" "A WORD TO THE LITTLE FLOCK" p.19. (ASK VANCE FERRELL IF THEIR IS "NO DIFFERENCE!" BETWEEN THAT AND EW 33—!!!)
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THEY DID SUCH AN INNOCENT THING - !!!
THEY JUST SLIPPED IN "ES!
OH! OF COURSE IT WOULD NOT BE "THE CHURCH!"
IT WOULD BE THE OTHER "CHURCH-ES!
OH! THANK YOU! THANK YOU! THANK YOU!
WE FEEL MUCH BETTER NOW!

NOW BACK TO "MAGEN AND SPAULDING" p.1,2.
"THEN THE CATHOLICS BID THE PROTESTANTS TO GO
FORWARD, AND ISSUE A "DECREE!" THAT ALL WHO WILL NOT
OBSERVE THE "FIRST DAY!" OF THE WEEK, INSTEAD OF THE
"SEVENTH DAY!" WILL BE SLAIN!"

THESE PEOPLE WHO HAVE SO MUCH TO SAY
ABOUT THE "SUNDAY LAW!" AND "DEATH DECREES!" FOREVER
AROUND THAT PROVERBIAL CORNER (has been for 100 years!)
did they ever tell you TWO THINGS:
(1) "SUNDAY LAW!" IS A SIGN FOR THE "LOUD CRY!" TO
START - !!!
(2) "BEFORE THEIR "DECREE!" BRING OR BEAR FRUIT - THE
"SAINTS!" WILL BE "DELIVERED!" BY "THE VOICE OF GOD!"
MAGAN 1,2. (IT IS SPELLED BOTH WAYS: "MAGEN!"
"MAGAN!")

THESE "ADVENTIST!" "BORN LOSERS!" (1) JOINED "KIASER
BILLI!" - they LOST! (2) JOINED "CATHOLIC HITLER!" - they
LOST! (3) JOINED "BILLY GRAHAM" ("KEY '73!") - they LOST!
Now these "BORN LOSERS!" are all of a sudden going to
"WIN!" - ??? WHO WOULD WANT TO "BET!" ON THEM - ???
Because you are "BETTING!" your "SOUL'S SALVATION!" if you
do not UNDERSTAND "EVENTS!" in their "ORDER!" And they
could SNEER at us - RAIL at us - because we SAW IT in
YOUR GC 607 - (BY GOING TO 608!) and is WHY they
CHANGED THE BOOK IN 1888 and is WHY they TRIED TO
ERASE ALL EVIDENCE OF THE CLAMOR THIS CAUSED IN 1888!
(OVER THE CHANGED BOOK!)
SINCE THE "CATHOLICS!" DO NOT MOVE
IN THE ORIGINAL 1884 GC 425 - it is the "NOMINAL CHURCH!" and the "NOMINAL ADVENTISTS!" that make the "MOVE!" to go TO THE "PAPISTS!" TO "HIRE!" THEM and pay them $800,000.00 and the ORIGINAL BOOK HAD IT RIGHT - !!! AND YOUR GC 607 HAD IT WRONG - !!! THEY WILL ISSUE THE "DEATH DECREES!" MAGAN 1,2.

AND WHAT HAPPENS AFTER THAT - ???

CAN'T YOUR LEADERS GET ANYTHING RIGHT - ???
AFTER "THE SHAKING!" CHAPTER - T1:179 to 184 - we have the "THE LAODICEAN CHURCH!" CHAPTER and on p.187 we find the "PROFESSED PEOPLE OF GOD!" having been "LEFT!" by the "ANGELS OF GOD!" T1:181 and 182 and 187 spells out "WHY!" they are "POSSESSED BY DEMONS!" they become the "MOST BITTER ENEMIES!" of their "FORMER BRETHREN!" 1884 GC 426. GC 608 - because they REFUSE to "KEEP SUNDAY!" WITH THEM - SATAN REWARDS THE APOSTATES BY GIVING THEM THE "POWER!" TO WORK "MIRACLES!" "RAISE THE DEAD!" 1884 GC 442. GC 624. THESE SAME REFERENCES REVEAL THAT NOW SATAN APPEARS IN PERSON - !!! And ADDS his "HEALING!" and "MIRACLES!" and "SUNDAY KEEPING!" WHICH "BOOMERANGS!" leaving whole "CITIES!" - "POPULOUS CITIES REDUCED TO RUIN AND DESOLATION!" 1884 GC 4076. GC 589. But while they are RIDING "HIGH IN THE SADDLE!" WITH "POWER!" AND "MIRACLES!" it will be all your LIFE is worth to say ONE WORD AGAINST THEM! WE HAVE TO SAY IT "NOW!" "THEN!" we will be in the "ISOLATED PLACES!" (DOES ADVENT- TISM PLAN ON THAT - ???) (AND STILL WIN THEIR "MULTI- TUDES?")

THROUGH ALL THIS THE PROMISE OF GOD!
"THE COMMANDMENT-KEEPING PEOPLE OF GOD...ALL THOSE WHO HAVE WALKED IN THE "LIGHT!" and "DIFFUSED!" THE "LIGHT!" WILL REALIZE THAT GOD INTERPOSES IN THEIR BEHALF! When everything looks most forbidding, THEN the Lord will REVEAL HIS "POWER!" ...THEN GOD WILL WORK...FOR "HIS PEOPLE!" THAT ARE TRUE!" TM 206. "THE CATHOLICS will give their "POWER!" to "THE IMAGE OF THE BEAST!" And the PROTESTANTS will work as their MOTHER WORKED before them to DESTROY THE SAINTS. But "BEFORE!" THEIR "DE- CREE!" BRING OR BEAR FRUIT - the "SAINTS!" will be "DELI- VERED!" by "THE VOICE OF GOD!" MAGAN 2. 1850.
(APOSTATE ADVENTISTS!) “YEA, MORE BITTER HATRED
AGAINST THOSE WHO “KEEP THE LAW!” THAN AGAINST THE
CATHOLICS!...WHAT ARE THEY “RICH!” IN?...They must make
themselves MORE VILE!”...“I SAW those who have been “BAPE-
TIZED!” as a DOOR “INTO THE CHURCHES!” would have to be
“BAPTIZED” AGAIN as a DOOR “INTO THE FAITH!” Those who
have NOT been “BAPTIZED!” since 1844 will have to be BE-
FORE JESUS COMES. And some I saw would not make PRO-
GRESS till the DUTY was PERFORMED!” MAGEN 3, 4. “MANY
will be laid away to sleep in Jesus BEFORE the FIERY ORDEAL
OF “THE TIME OF TROUBLE!” MAGEN 6. (READ ON!)

TO CONTINUE TO "BAMBOOZE!" US -
THE "URIAH SMITH CULT!" REACHED THEIR PAWS IN THERE -
AND CHANGED ANOTHER REFERENCE TO MAKE IT APPEAR IT
WOULD "NOT!" BE THE "ADVENTISTS!" THAT WOULD LEAD OUT
IN MAKING THE "MOVE!"

THE "3-FOLD UNION!" WHO MAKES THE FIRST "MOVE?"

YOUR GC 588: "THE "PROTESTANTS" of the "UNITED STATERS"
will be "FOREMOST!" in stretching their hands across the
"GULF!" to grasp the hand of "SPIRITUALISM!"; "THEY!" will
reach over the "ABYSS!" to clasp hands with the "ROMAN
POWER!" - and under the influence of this "THREEFOLD
UNION!" - this country will follow in the steps of ROME in
trampling on the RIGHTS of CONSCIENCE!"

HOW DOES IT APPEAR IN THE "ORIGINAL - ???"

1884 GC 405: "PROTESTANTISM" will yet stretch her hand
across the "GULF!" to grasp the hand of "SPIRITUALISM!" -
"SHE!" will reach over the "ABYSS!" to clasp hands with the
"ROMAN POWER!" and under the influence of this "THREEFOLD
UNION!" - our country will follow in the steps of ROME in
trampling on the RIGHTS of CONSCIENCE!"

WHAT IS THE DIFFERENCE - ???

AS IN THE FAKE GC 607 - IT IS A "JOINT!" VENTURE - THE
"TROUBLE-MAKERS!" ARE "THEY!!"
ONE AS "GUILTY!" AS THE OTHER-!!!

BUT THE "ORIGINAL!" IN BOTH CASES — 1884 GC 405 says "SHE!" makes the "MOVE!" "SHE!" "STRETCHES!" HER HAND TO GRASP THE HAND OF "SPIRITUALISM!" ANDERSON OF THE SEMINARY — RICHARDS OF THE VOP — VANDERMAN WENT INTO "ECSTASIES!" that this "LAODICEAN HARLOT!" was being NOTICED BY THE "BOYS!" IN THE "BACK ROOM!" ANDERSON — FROOM — AND UNRUH MADE A HIT WITH "BARNHOUSE!" AND "MARTINI!" — GOT "THE POWER!" — "SPOKE IN TONGUES!"

(RAW — OPEN "SPIRITUALISM")

THERE WAS NO FAKE GC 588 "THEY!" ABOUT IT — !!!

"SHE!" the SHAMELESS "HARLOT!" OF T8:250 WAS THE ONE WHO MADE THE "MOVE!" ALL-THE-WAY—!!! THE "URIAH SMITH CULT!" DID NOT LIKE THAT THE LORD SAID "SHE!" WOULD SEEK THE FAVORS OF THE WORLD'S "GREAT MEN!" — "MIGHTY MEN!" — AND END UP WITH AN "ADVENTIST-CATHOLIC ALLIANCE — !!!" THE "PUBLIC RELATIONS" DEPARTMENT ALL "ATTWITTER!" that she is on her way for a GREAT "VICTORY!" PARADE and the "CELEBRATION!" EXERCISES are only PRELIMINARIES for the DAY when they can fill these "SPANKING NEW CHURCH EDIFICES" TO THE RAFTERS — !!!

FOLKENBERG — WIELAND — JEFF REICH

CAUGHT THE "SPIRIT!" SHOWN IN 1884 GC 405 as we go on to see what this "THREEFOLD!" UNION WILL GIVE BIRTH TO!

"SPIRITUALISM...A GOD OF "LOVE" IS PRESENTED...PLEASING BEWITCHING FABLES CAPTIVE THE SENSES...MIRACLES WILL BE WROUGHT, THE SICK WILL BE HEALED...CHURCH MEMBERS LOVE WHAT THE WORLD LOVES, AND ARE READY TO "JOIN!" (GC 608) "JOIN!" with them; and SATAN determines to UNITE them in ONE BODY...see in this "UNION!" a GRAND "MOVE- MENT!" for the CONVERSION OF THE WORLD, and the USHERING IN OF THE LONG-EXPECTED "MILLENNIUM!" THROUGH "SPIRITUALISM, SATAN APPEARS!" 1884 GC 405-6.

AND THEN IT GOES ON TO SHOW THEY WILL GO "WILD!"

"SATAN APPEARS...HIS TEMPTATIONS!...SENSUAL INDULGENCES, STRIFE, AND BLOODSHED FOLLOW...WAR...EXCITES THE WORST PASSIONS OF THE SOUL, AND THEN SWEEPS INTO ETERNITY ITS VICTIMS STEEPED IN VICE AND BLOOD!" 1884 GC 406. (YOU DIDN'T LOOK FOR THAT — DID YOU ???) READ ON TO SEE WHAT IS COMING BECAUSE OF THE TEACHING NOW SWEEPING ADVENTISM!"

[TO BE CONTINUED]
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